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Contact Officer: Audrey Lewis

Telephone No: 01543 464528

Planning Control Committee

27 January 2021

Application No: CH/20/074

Received: 04-Mar-2020

Location: Blue Cedars, 29, Beechmere Rise, Etchinghill, Rugeley,
WS15 2XR

Parish: Rugeley

Ward: Etching Hill and the Heath

Description: Alterations to land levels including formation of enlarged
driveway/turning area, formation of seating area, provision of
steps to lower level and landscaping and removal of partially
constructed raised terrace

Application Type: Full Planning Application

Recommendations: Approve Subject to Conditions

Reason(s) for Recommendation:

In accordance with paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy Framework the Local
Planning Authority has worked with the applicant in a positive and proactive manner to
approve the proposed development, which accords with the Local Plan and/ or the
National Planning Policy Framework.

Conditions (and Reasons for Conditions):

1. The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than the
expiration of three years beginning with the date on which this permission is
granted.

Reason
To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town & Country Planning Act
1990.

2. No materials shall be used for the external surfaces of the development other than
those specified on the application.

Reason
In the interests of visual amenity and to ensure compliance with Local Plan Policies
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CP3, CP15, CP16, RTC3 (where applicable) and the NPPF.

3. No part of the development hereby approved shall commence until a scheme
detailing the landscape planting details for the site has been submitted to and
approved by the Local Planning Authority. The details shall be in the form as
specified in Annex C of the Supplementary Planning Guidance 'Trees, Landscape
and Development'.

Reason
In the interest of visual amenity of the area and in accrdance with Local Plan
Policies CP3, CP12, CP14 and the NPPF.

4. The approved landscape works shall be carried out in the first planting and seeding
season following the completion of the development.

Reason
In the interest of visual amenity of the area. In accordance with Local Plan Policy
CP3 and the NPPF.

5. Notwithstanding the submitted plans, the development hereby permitted shall be
carried out in accordance with the following approved plans and pertains only to
that as described by the ‘proposal’:

Drg No.s

Location & block plan

18-080-01b (Existing Site Plan)

1489.1 (Existing Elevations)

1489.3A (Existing & Proposed Elevations)

18-080-20-04a (Existing and Proposed Sections)

18-080-20-05a (Proposed garden layout design)

Planning Statement October 2020.

Reason
For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

Coal Standing Advice:

The proposed development lies within a coal mining area which may contain
unrecorded coal mining related hazards.  If any coal mining feature is encountered
during development, this should be reported immediately to the Coal Authority on 0345
762 6848.

Further information is also available on the Coal Authority website at:

www.gov.uk/government/organisations/the-coal-authority
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Consultations and Publicity

External Consultations

Rugeley Town Council (24 May 2020)

Councillors objected to both of the applications relating to this site. There had been
concern raised by a number of neighbours to the property. Main areas of concern were
around:

1)  It was considered that there had been no material change since the previous
application was refused.

2) The boundary/supporting wall to the Penk Drive North properties and to the
Beechmere Rise neighbour were not deemed sufficient to hold back the earth
being moved to raise the land levels.

3)  Fear of safety for residents living below was very real with the amount of soil being
retained.

4)  The properties on Penk Drive North would now have a high wall in their back
gardens rather than a slope of land.

5)   Loss of privacy for all neighbours by raising the land levels.

6) Concern at possible land grab and development on land not owned by the owners.

Rugeley Town Council (10 December 2020)

The Town Council held an extraordinary Planning Committee meeting to consider the
above applications.  Four residents attended the meeting which was held via zoom and
is available to view on the town councils Facebook page.  Following discussion, the
Town Council would like to OBJECT to the planning application for the following
reasons:

 Amended plans do not show anything dramatically different.

 Lots of work has been undertaken without planning permission.

 Wall already constructed appears not to be of appropriate quality – no
foundation, no bracing, bricks are cracking.

 Workmen have entered neighbours land without permission.

 Backfilling of soil behind the wall is causing the wall to move.

 Wall was built using shuttering rather than appropriate footings.

 Residents have maintained the land for years and understood it was
unadopted land.

 Applicant has assumed ownership of the unadopted land for personal
purposes of levelling the garden.
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 Maintenance of the wall already constructed has not taken place.

 No care or consideration to neighbours affected.

 Wall is sitting some 7 feet high to residents on Penk Drive North.

 Oppressive feeling caused by height of the proposed wall

 Work already undertaken has remove the natural boundary to the properties
on Penk Drive North

 Decimation of a natural wildlife corridor has taken place on land whose
ownership is disputed.

 In order that the issues associated with the proposed development can be
fully understood, Rugeley Town Council would further request that Cllrs on
the Planning Cabinet should visit the site ensuring that they have access to
the rear gardens of houses on Penk Drive which are directly affected by the
development.  Only by visiting these properties can the full extent of the
proposed work be fully appreciated.

Structural Engineer (7 December 2020)

1. Proposed 1.4m high Retaining Wall to the South West of the Site.

a) I have checked the site plans and proposed sections 5 - 5 and 6 – 6 for the
site and I agree that the difference in levels between the driveway to 29,
Beechmere Rise and the lower level of the 2 metre wide section of sloping
ground adjacent to the public footpath will be approximately 1.4 metres.

b) The calculation sheets A4868/6 to A4868/15 have been prepared for a
retaining wall with a maximum stem height equal to 1.4 metres. However, as
shown on the section drawings within the calculations the base of the
retaining wall is to be covered with a 300mm depth of makeup and finishes to
the driveway/footpath adjacent to No 29 Beechmere Rise. As such the actual
height of the retaining wall which is required will be 1.4m + 0.3m = 1.7m.
Therefore I am of the opinion that the structural calculations underestimate
the stem height of the required retaining wall by 300mm.

c) In my opinion there is a reasonable chance that the section sizes specified
for the retaining wall base and wall stem will be capable of supporting the
loads applied by the extra 300mm of fill material behind the wall.
Nevertheless I recommend that the structural calculations should be revised
to confirm this opinion.

2. Proposed 1m high Retaining Wall to the South West of the Site

a) Calculation sheets A4868/16 to A4868/25 have been prepared for a retaining
wall with a maximum stem height equal to 1.0 metres. However, as shown on
the section drawings within the calculations the base of the retaining wall is
to be covered with a 300mm depth of makeup and finishes to the footpath
adjacent to No 29 Beechmere Rise. Therefore the actual height of the
retaining wall stem which is required will be 1.0m + 0.3m = 1.3m. As such I
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am of the opinion that the structural calculations underestimate the stem
height of the required retaining wall by 300mm.

b) Again I am of the opinion there is a reasonable chance that the section sizes
specified for the retaining wall base and wall stem will be capable of
supporting the loads applied by the extra 300mm of fill material behind the
wall. Nevertheless I recommend that the structural calculations should be
revised to confirm this opinion.

c) The proposed site plan drawing BLS - 18-080-20-05a indicates the new 1.0m
high retaining wall being built tight up to the edge of the existing footpath.
However, as shown on calculation sheet A4868/16A the base of the retaining
wall will be up to 1.5m lower than the level of the footpath. Therefore unless
the proposed line of the retaining wall is moved away from the footpath it will
be inevitable that it will be undermined and hence some reinstatement of the
footpath will be required.

3. Remedial Works to Existing Retaining Wall.

a) I agree with the recommendation to backfill behind the existing blockwork
retaining wall with mass concrete installed in maximum 150mm layers.
However, I recommend that a note should be added to instruct the contractor
to allow each concrete pour to cure for a minimum period of 24 hours before
installing the next 150mm layer.

The Council’s Consultant Structural Engineer (9 December 2020)

I confirm that I have reviewed the revised structural calculation sheets A4868/1B to 25
B prepared by AJS Structural Design Ltd. Following this review I am satisfied that the
calculations now agree with the proposed heights for the 1.0m and 1.4m high retaining
walls and that the specified section sizes for these two retaining walls are satisfactory.
Therefore I have no further comments to make.

Internal Consultations

County Highways

No objections.

Response to Publicity

The application has been advertised by site notice and neighbour letter.  Re-
consultations have been undertaken on the amended plans.  Representations from 6
No. neighbouring households have been received on the following grounds:-

 Pleased to see that alterations have been made to the proposal for a brick wall to
run alongside the public pathway, in so much as part of it is to be set back on the
owners land, From personal experience (professional) a brick walkway alongside a
narrow public footpath creates a more hostile environment. If there was someone
attacked in a walkway like this, they stand more chance of being able to escape by
breaking a wooden fence down than a brick wall.
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 On the original planning application it indicated that no trees/bushes would be
removed, which was untrue and the gap at the rear of my garden has left us with
little privacy, so we erected a 2m high screen to help with this.

 Recording of the application is confusing with the large number of documents.

 A number of the Structural Design Sketches and statements are inaccurate.
Detailed commentary provided with diagrams and photos to indicate specific
failings (32 pages are included within neighbour objection).

 Tresspass has occurred into neighbouring gardens to attempt patch repair to the
cracked & buckling rear retaining wall.

 The structural design details state that there should be a void area to be kept free
from debris to prevent land slip, this is not being adhered to.

 The backfilling of the rear retaining wall will create a plinth that will form a walkway
that will allow increased overlooking.

 How will maintenance occur to the rear wall from the neighbouring side.

 The rear bank that was formerly covered in brambles formed a buffer to prevent
overlooking.

 Who owns the land behind Penk Drive North?

 Detriment to privacy.

 Height of the wall.

 Health and safety to neighbouring properties, in the event of the wall failing.

 The boundary wall looks to have been built on land that does not belong to the
applicant, but on waste land between Beechmere Rise and Penk Drive North rear
gardens.

 To build the wall, damage has already been done to the existing conifer trees which
have been significantly pruned back and therefore thinned out and then the wall
built right up against them. A few wooden struts have also been wedged between
my conifer trees and the wall in order to support the wall, but in doing so causing
damage to the trees.

 The pruning of the conifer trees was not declared on either of the above planning
applications, but this work is clearly visible in the pictures submitted in the
application documents.

 The proposed adding of timber posts to add further support to the block wall
doesn’t look possible due to how close to the trees the wall has already been built
and I worry this option will cause further damage to the trees.

 The wall has been built on top of rubble added to the waste land behind the trees
and therefore starts from a higher ground level than the trees. From the base of the
trees (the original land level where the wall is) the top of the wall is currently 6ft 7
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inches (200cms) at the rear left of my garden and rising to 7ft (213cms) at the rear
right side. Therefore, proposing to build significantly above this level further and to
then add a high fence on top will create an extremely imposing and oppressive
feature that will tower over the end of the Penk Drive North rear gardens and will
even be seen from the road on Penk Drive North between the houses.

 The proposed increased height of the wall and additional fence will cut out a lot of
light and skyline to the south facing Penk Drive North rear gardens and will cast
shade over the gardens on sunnier days.

 The reduction in light to the conifers would then cause them further damage or
deterioration.

 In what used to be wasteland between the rear gardens of Beechmere Rise and
Penk Drive North, there used to be some tall trees, along with lots of plants and
wildlife. We used to notice foxes, hedgehogs and squirrels in the gardens
frequently, but since the trees were felled and the vegetation removed, these are
now a very rare sight. The wasteland also used to contain lots of large buddleia
plants and it was always nice to see how many butterflies and bees these attracted
to the gardens.

 29 Beechmere Rise is obviously much higher up Etching Hill than the adjacent
properties on Penk Drive North, however this was never an issue partly thanks to
the vegetation and trees that used to be on the wasteland between providing
adequate cover, but the main reason is due to the fact that the rear garden of 29
Beechmere Rise used to be set back and the end of the garden defined with a low
picket fence. Due to severity of the upwards sloping gradient of the wasteland
between the gardens, it would be impossible to extend/increase the length of the
rear garden of 29 Beechmere Rise at the same level (as proposed), without having
to build and backfill significantly (which comes with its own structural issues
identified) and create anything that doesn’t resemble a prison wall to its
surrounding neighbours.

 Extending the length or usable length of the rear garden at 29 Beechmere Rise will
naturally bring its occupants further down their garden and this will reduce the
privacy to the gardens of Penk Drive North and also increase the noise levels, as
I’m afraid it would feel like the occupants are almost on top of us

 As stated in previous correspondence, this wall was commenced in 2018 without
planning permission.  It has been built on land that was previously deemed no
man’s land.  To my knowledge neighbours in Penk Drive North have never been
made aware that the owners of 29 Beechmere had made any claim to this land.

 The builders encroached on the gardens of neighbours in Penk Drive when laying
flimsy shuttering before laying a concrete base.  The wall is now showing signs of
cracking.  In the comments in the letter from AJS Structural Engineers, dated 27th
July 2020, it states that there was “no buckling or cracking that was visible,
however inspection of the front face of the wall was limited due to close proximity of
trees and no safe access to this area being present.”  This confirms how high the
wall is from the angle of Penk Drive North and also that a proper inspection of it
could not be made in order to see the cracks that are evident from Penk Drive
North.  I am not sure why inspection hasn’t been requested from the angle of Penk
Drive.
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 AJS have suggested in their letter to the occupier of 29 that the void between the
sandstone face and the wall could be filled with concrete in order to reduce
excessive pressure on the retaining wall. They also state that”due to the length of
the wall they anticipate movement to take place due to freeze thaw in winter
months and heat expansion during the summer.”  They then go on to say they
“advise to allow cracking to happen and locally repair these with Helifix crack-
stitching bars when they occur.” Does this not confirm that the wall is dangerous.
As the void from No 29 is to be filled with concrete, how is it proposed these repairs
are undertaken.  I feel this could only be done from the gardens of Penk Drive due
to the close proximity of the wall to Penk Drive boundaries.  I cannot see how this is
acceptable.

 The view of the wall from the gardens in Penk Drive is not aesthetically pleasing,
see attached photo  Fig 3 included in AJS letter. The second photo is the view that
is seen from Penk Drive.

 The state of the wall from the Penk Drive view is high and oppressive, it is already
showing signs of cracking.  If it cracks does this not indicate risk of falling into the
gardens of Penk Drive.  From leafy haven as indicated by CCDC Local Plan to
concrete jungle springs to mind.

 Before planning was applied for, changes were made to the levels of the landscape
around No 29 in 2018 that I feel are deemed the norm currently. Therefore I do not
believe a fair representation of the changes is being made to planners.

 I would add, that on looking at the plans on the website, it is, evident that both
applications have been merged into one, which results in unclear impact of what is
applied for.  I would also point out that levels were raised, pre-planning permission,
around the boundary with 27 Beechmere which is now described as sandstone
rock and which is in fact soil moved from the top of the site and placed on the
original ground height.  The whole area around gardens in Penk Drive North and
number 27 Beechmere has been stripped of any natural screening, with levels
being raised and an ugly and dangerous wall built, which will tower above the
properties in Penk Drive North.  This will not provide any privacy only an oppressive
overlooking from No 29 which sits above our properties.

 The amended wall plan submitted  as PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
RELEVANT PARTS OF THE FOLLOWING CODES OF PRACTICE:- BS 6399
LOADINGS FOR BUILDINGS BS 8110 STRUCTURAL USE OF CONCRETE BS
8002 EARTH RETAINING STRUCTURES refers only to the wall adjacent to the
public footpath. However, there are no such detailed structural plans provided for
the wall at the end of the garden, which is adjacent to Penk Drive North and the
boundary next to my garden. Such plans should be essential considering the steep
gradient of the land on this and adjacent properties.

 The Schematic Section Showing Proposed Concrete Infill for the wall at bottom of
the garden adjacent to Penk Drive North and the boundary with to my garden,
indicates that the land by the fence is a sandstone rock face.  However, this is not
case; it is gross false claim.  The ground here is composed of soil, which was
moved from the top part of the garden, brought onto the site and placed on top of
the original ground height – under which, there may possibly be a sandstone base.
I would draw attention again to the fact that the level of the ground has been raised
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significantly, at least 2m+ and was done without any planning application being
made.

 Photographs submitted previously, (with last my objections) clearly show the
increase in height of soil in that part of the garden. In consequence, the stability of
the wall (for which they do not have planning permission and on to which they
intend to build on further) must be suspect, because all debris and run-off water
runs down to these boundaries.

 There are concerns over potential breaches of said walls as, although a proposed
concrete ditch will lie low between the raised clay mound of soil (not a sandstone
rock face as specified on the amended plans) and the flimsy wall constructed in
2018.

 The boundary fence at the end of my garden, which I installed three years ago, has
already suffered damage because of this wall.

 As in the above point with regard to the hugely increased height, the amended plan
does not give any indication of the steep gradient of the properties in Penk Drive
North– this proposed increase in a boundary would be grossly overpowering – and
if not structurally sound – dangerous.

 If there isn’t a solid base there, even if there were a solid base, with current
weather conditions this could cause a landslide.

 I reiterate that all planning application submitted after the ground level was raised,
assumed that this increased ground level to be the original ground level.  In the
original planning objections CH/18/313 and CH/18/314 photographs of the
property’s original ground levels are depicted and photographs showing
comparison of the increase in ground levels, i.e.. when the current occupier
purchased the property.

 These new amended plans do not indicate the oppressive impact the raised ground
levels will have on my garden.  In the photographs in this application it is clear to
see how high the ground will be next to the height of my fence (currently half the
height of my fence). It does it show how oppressive the overshadowing produced
by a further boundary fence, placed on top of this wall, will have on my garden.

 Following the increase in ground level done without planning permission, and the
walls adjacent to Penk Drive North and the boundary next to my garden, also built
without planning permission, have resulted in the loss of privacy of my bedrooms.
Should both be kept, the privacy of my bedrooms will be compromised
permanently.  I was informed in 2018, that Local Authority (CCDC) had requested
for the levels to be returned to their original state, before any submission of
planning application.  This didn’t happen, a small amount of soil was moved back
up to the top of the garden - nothing close to the quantity which had brought from
the top of the garden, or had being brought to site.

 The property already has a substantial drive, which caters for eight cars. The
proposed turning space and extension of the drive would bring it nearer to my
property’s dining terrace. Fumes and noise from the number of cars currently
visiting the property is oppressive, this will only increase, if planning is permitted.
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 Along with increase in drive size, building a pillared gateway and the building of a
brick boundary wall next to the public footpath will have a bleak overpowering
negative impact.  The huge copper tree that crowned the entrance to the property
and stood out as a main street feature has already been cut down along with other
shrubs and trees on the property. The whole nature of the area will be radically
altered.  The CCDC Local Plan indicates this part of Etchinghill as green and leafy
area – it is 2-minute walk to the top of the Etchinghill Rock – the result of using so
much manmade materials go against its aspirations.  There will be no increase in
accommodation, just destruction of a quiet cul de sac - with the removal so much
soft landscape and the reverberation sound related to the extension of a brick
landscape.

 The property already has approved planning permission (CH/18/187) to raise the
height of the roof and add Dormer windows.  With approval of these additional
applications, the property will vastly over-power the street and neighbouring
properties.

Relevant Planning History

CH/20/075: - Retention of brick and panel fence, decking, and reed fence, widening
of driveway including associated construction of retaining walls, and
erection of boundary wall and fence to NE boundary (Part
Retrospective) – currently under consideration at the same Committee
meeting.

CH/18/313: - Driveway alterations and retaining walls. Full - Refusal
23/07/2019 for the following reason:

“The driveway alterations, patio extension and retaining wall and
associated increase in levels, by virtue of their close proximity to the
common boundary with No 27 Beechmere Rise would give rise to such
degrees of overlooking as to result in an oppressive relationship to the
detriment to privacy and neighbour amenity.  As such the proposal
would fail to maintain the high standard of residential amenity of the
occupiers of No 27 Beechmere Rise, contrary to Policy CP3 of the
Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 1) and paragraph 127(f) of the
National Planning Policy Framework.”

CH/18/314: - Rear boundary retaining wall - proposal to clad with close boarded
fence panels. Full- Refusal 23/07/2019 for the following reason:

“The proposed retaining wall and associated increase in levels, by
virtue of their close proximity to the common boundary with No.27
Beechmere Rise and Penk Drive North would give rise to such degrees
of overlooking as to result in an oppressive relationship to the detriment
to privacy and neighbour amenity.  As such the proposal would fail to
maintain the high standard of residential amenity of the occupiers of
No. 27 Beechmere Rise and Penk Drive North, contrary to Policy CP3
of the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 1) and paragraph 127(f) of the
National Planning Policy Framework.”
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CH/18/187: - Front extension to garage, raised ridge to achieve correct head height
on first floor approved subject to conditions on 29 June 2018.

CH/08/0150: - Amendment to approved scheme CH/07/0389 to change front dormer
design and one additional rear dormer and change doors and juliet
balcony to window in side elevation (Retrospective application).
Refused 18th April 2008 for the following reasons:  "The use of white
UPVC cladding and mineral felt roofing on all dormer windows provides
a strident and obtrusive feature in the street scene to the detriment of
the locality, contrary to paragraphs (i) (ii) and (iii) of Policy B8 of the
Adopted Local Plan."  The development was allowed at appeal on the
22nd September 2008.

CH/07/0389: - Loft conversion incorporating one dormer to front three to rear and door
with juliet balcony to side.  Approved with conditions August 2007.

1 Site and Surroundings

1.1 Number 29 is a detached dormer bungalow sited at the east end of Beechmere
Rise and in an elevated position above the properties to the north - Penk Drive
North.  The application is within the defined settlement boundary for Rugeley
and an established residential area.

1.2 The property is a 1970’s brick chalet bungalow with a basement currently used
as a garage.  The application site is approximately rectangular in shape and
slopes steeply from south to north.  The existing dwelling has a north-south
orientation as the plot and is sited on the southern - highest - part of the site.
Due to the large change in ground levels the basement to the bungalow forms a
garage with access sweeping around from the access at the top of the site.
There are 1.8m high fences to the side boundaries, but due to the change in
ground levels the boundary fence has a staggered profile.

1.3 Adjacent to the southern boundary is a public footpath and on the opposite side
of this a neighbouring property of similar age and design, the nearest point of
the dwelling of which is at 10.5m.

1.4 Adjacent to the north western common boundary, is then No. 27 Beechmere
Rise. The closest distance to the dwelling at No27 and  the application dwelling
is 15m to the southern wing of the application property which increases to 18m
to the main parts of both dwellings.

1.5 The nearest distance to the northern boundary and dwellings access from  Penk
Drive North, to the north of the application site, is 37m.  These dwellings are at
significantly lower ground levels with rear habitable room windows and rear
gardens facing the rear of the application property.

1.6 The application site is unallocated and undesignated within the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 1).  The application site is located within a Mineral Safeguarding
Area and is also within the Coal Authority Low Risk Boundary.
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2 Proposal

2.1 The applicant is seeking consent for alterations to land levels including formation
of enlarged driveway/turning area, formation of seating area, provision of steps
to lower level and landscaping and removal of partially constructed raised
terrace.

 The existing driveway would be extended across towards the north western
boundary with No 27 Beechmere Rise.  A new internal gate and 2m high
fence would secure the parking area.

 A 2m high fence would be constructed along the common side boundary
with No 27 Beechmere Rise (under permitted development rights for
boundary treatments).

 The raised terrace would be removed.

 A lower seating area would be created with a 1 m high wall surrounding it.

 The north end corner ground levels would be decreased by 10cm and fence
erected above the existing part of the wall that wraps around the corner to
the common side boundary with No. 27 to a height of 2m.

 A new set of steps to replace the original and sited in the same position
would be erected to gain access to the lower levels.

 A rockery and landscaping to include shrubs and trees would be located
along the boundary with No.27.

2.2 The application has been amended since submission to:

 Provide additional structural calculations

 Omission of the raised terrace area and the winding pathway

2.3 Since the last applications in 2018, the following changes have been made:

 Provision of a lowered seating area and extension of garden, replacing a
larger seating area that previously existed.

 Provision of steps down to lower level replacing original steps.

 Creation of a rockery.

 Enlargement of driveway/turning area to facilitate turning of vehicles within
the site.

 Provision of landscaping to north western site boundary.

 Widening of driveway parallel with south western boundary and provision of
new boundary wall.

 No. section drawings to show extent of levels alterations proposed.
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3 Planning Policy

3.1 Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires
planning applications to be determined in accordance with the provisions of the
Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

3.2 The Development Plan currently comprises the Cannock Chase Local Plan
(2014) and the Minerals Local Plan for Staffordshire (2015 – 2030).  Relevant
policies within the Local Plan include: -

CP1 - Strategy – the Strategic Approach

CP3 - Chase Shaping – Design

3.2 – Minerals Plan

3.3 National Planning Policy Framework

3.4 The NPPF (2019) sets out the Government’s position on the role of the
planning system in both plan-making and decision-taking. It states that the
purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development, in economic, social and environmental terms, and it
states that there should be “presumption in favour of sustainable
development” and sets out what this means for decision taking.

3.5 The NPPF (2019) confirms the plan-led approach to the planning system and
that decisions must be made in accordance with the Development Plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.

3.6 Relevant paragraphs within the NPPF include paragraphs: -

8: Three dimensions of Sustainable Development

11-14: The Presumption in favour of Sustainable
Development

47-50: Determining Applications

124, 127, 128, 130: Achieving Well-Designed Places

212, 213 Implementation

3.7 Other relevant documents include: -

Design Supplementary Planning Document, April 2016.

Cannock Chase Local Development Framework Parking Standards,
Travel Plans and Developer Contributions for Sustainable Transport.

Manual for Streets
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4 Determining Issues

4.1 The determining issues for the proposed development include:-

i) Principle of development

ii) Design and impact on the character and form of the area

iii) Impact on residential amenity.

iv) Impact on highway safety.

4.2 Principle of the Development

4.2.1 The site is located on unallocated land and contains an existing dwelling house.
The proposal is for an external retaining wall to be clad with close boarded fence
for the dwelling and is therefore acceptable in principle subject to the
considerations set out below:

4.3 Design and the Impact on the Character and Form of the Area

4.3.1 In respect to issues in relation to design Policy CP3 of the Local Plan requires
that, amongst other things, developments should be: -

(i) well-related to existing buildings and their surroundings in terms of layout,
density, access, scale appearance, landscaping and materials; and

(ii) successfully integrate with existing trees; hedges and landscape features
of amenity value and employ measures to enhance biodiversity and green
the built environment with new planting designed to reinforce local
distinctiveness.

4.3.2 Relevant policies within the NPPF in respect to design and achieving well-
designed places include paragraphs 124, 127, 128 and 130.  Paragraph 124
makes it clear that the creation of high quality buildings and places is
fundamental to what the planning and development process should achieve.

4.3.3 Paragraph 127 of the NPPF, in so much as it relates to impacts on the character
of an area goes on to state: -

Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments:

a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just
for the short term but over the lifetime of the development;

b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and
appropriate and effective landscaping;

c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the
surrounding built environment and landscape setting, while not
preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or change (such
as increased densities);
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d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the
arrangement of streets, spaces, building types and materials to
create attractive, welcoming and distinctive places to live, work and
visit;

4.3.4 Finally Paragraph 130 states planning permission should be refused for
development of poor design that fails to take the opportunities available for
improving the character and quality of an area and the way it functions, taking
into account any local design standards or style guides in plans or
supplementary planning documents. Conversely, where the design of a
development accords with clear expectations in plan policies, design should not
be used by the decision taker as a valid reason to object to development.

4.3.5 Although the site is located within an established, wholly residential area the
most significant component of the site and its immediate area is that it is on a
pronounced slope.  The dwellings in Beechmere Rise have rear gardens, which
slope downwards along their lengths and across their widths from east to west.
The gardens are landscaped with mature tree screening and shrubs with small
areas of stepped patios forming the majority of the surface treatments.
Boundary treatments comprise standard height closed board fencing, stepped to
follow differing ground levels combined with conifer and deciduous trees and
hedges.  The gardens situated below the application site in Penk Drive North are
also predominantly covered in mature landscaping comprising trees and shrubs.

4.3.6 Since the consideration of the previous applications, additional screening
boundary treatment has been erected by one of the rear residents and conifer
hedge growth has also occurred increasing the height, behind the rear retaining
wall.  However, a break in the conifer hedge screen to the rear of the application
site, remains to part of the rear boundary.

4.3.7 The proposed increased retaining wall structures, combined with the other
retaining wall proposed by CH/20/074 has resulted in the loss of mature conifer
hedging, trees and other lawned areas with a consequent increase in hard
boundary/ surface treatments.  This undoubtedly has had some impact on the
visual amenity of the site.  However, the front gardens along Beechmere Rise
are characterised by extensive areas of hardstanding and drives and in this
respect, as seen from the public realm the proposal would not significantly
detract form the character of the streetscene.

4.3.8 Furthermore, although the site is in a poor state (as a result of the ground raising
works) this could be mitigated by the use of an appropriately worded condition
requiring a full landscaping scheme requiring restoration of grass areas
augmented by appropriate tree and shrub planting.

4.3.9 Subject to such a condition it is considered that the proposal would not be
contrary to Policy CP3 of the Cannock Chase Local Plan.

4.4 Impact on Residential Amenity

4.4.1 Policy CP3 of the Local Plan states that the following key requirements of high
quality design will need to addressed in development proposals and goes onto
include [amongst other things] the protection of the "amenity enjoyed by existing
properties".
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4.4.2 Paragraph 127(f) of the NPPF states that planning policies and decisions should
ensure that developments [amongst other things] create places with a high
standard of amenity for existing and future users.

4.4.3 There have been several objections received to the ground levels changes on
the grounds of impact upon residential amenity.

4.4.4 Given the above it is noted that like in many areas where there are substantial
slopes there will always be some degree of overlooking from one site to another.

4.4.5 Some ground works were temporary in order to facilitate access by a digger to
the bottom of the site in order to construct the trench where the boundary wall is
located.  Following these works the land has been graded back to levels that
provide comparative levels of overlooking to that of the original.

4.4.6 The proposal seeks to remove the raised terrace and replace with a lowered
seating area, that would be similar in scale and height to that of the original patio
area.  It would be surrounded with a low level wall with steps down into the
garden immediately abutting the seating area.  The steps would be located in the
same position and height as the original steps.  The combined effects of the
rockery, internal retaining walls and 2m side fence would prevent overlooking
above the level of what was present when the houses were originally built.
Furthermore, the imposition of a landscaping condition will help to provide
enhanced screening and soften the hard landscaped boundaries, given time
once the shrubs and trees are established. As such, it is considered that the
proposal would not detrimentally impact upon privacy, or amenity of the
neighbouring residents.

4.4.7 It is therefore considered that the refusal reason pertaining to overlooking, and
adverse impact upon privacy of CH/18/313 has been sufficiently overcome.

4.4.8 In this respect, it is considered that the proposal would maintain a high standard
of residential amenity, in accordance with Policy CP3 of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan and the NPPF.

4.5 Impact on Highway Safety

4.5.1 Paragraph 109 of NPPF states that development should only be prevented or
refused on highway grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on
highway safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would
be severe.

4.5.2 The County Highways Officer was consulted on the application and has not
objection to the proposal.

4.5.3 The proposal would have a neutral impact upon highway safety. As such, it
would not have an adverse impact upon highway or pedestrian safety, in
accordance with paragraph 109 of the NPPF and the Parking SPD.
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4.6 Ground Conditions and Other Issues Raised by Objectors

Land Stability

4.6.1 Paragraph 178 of the NPPF states that “planning policies and decisions should
ensure that:

a) a site is suitable for its proposed use taking account of ground conditions
and any risks arising from land instability and contamination. This includes
risks arising from natural hazards or former activities such as mining, and
any proposals for mitigation including land remediation (as well as
potential impacts on the natural environment arising from that
remediation);

b) after remediation, as a minimum, land should not be capable of being
determined as contaminated land under Part IIA of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990; and

c) adequate site investigation information, prepared by a competent person,
is available to inform these assessments.

4.6.2 In addition paragraph 179 makes it clear that “Where a site is affected by
contamination or land stability issues, responsibility securing a safe development
rests with the developer and/or landowner”.

4.6.3 The neighbouring residents have raised concerns relative to land stability
regarding the proposed retaining walls.

4.6.4 The application was accompanied with structural calculations which are relevant
only to the other application being considered - CH/20/075.  The structural
calculations have been revised since submission and assessed by an
independent structural engineer, who has confirmed that they are now
satisfactory in respect to the other application.

4.7 Land Ownership

4.7.1 The agent for the applicant has completed Certificate A and has confirmed that
the proposed development does not include land outside of the applicant’s
ownership. Officers have not received any substantive evidence to demonstrate
otherwise and it is for the courts to adjudicate in matters of land ownership not
the local planning authority.

4.8 `Minerals Safeguarding

4.8.1 The site falls within a Mineral Safeguarding Area and Coal Authority Low Risk
Area.  The Coal Authority do not require consultation on the application, as it
considers the general area to be a development low risk area. The proposal
would fall within Item 2 of the exemptions list as it is works to an existing
dwelling and is therefore permitted.   As such the proposal is compliant with
Policy 3 of the Minerals Local Plan.
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5 Human Rights Act 1998 and Equalities Act 2010

Human Rights Act 1998

5.1 The proposals set out in this report are considered to be compatible with the
Human Rights Act 1998. The recommendation to approve the application
accords with the adopted policies in the Development Plan which aims to
secure the proper planning of the area in the public interest.

Equalities Act 2010

5.2 It is acknowledged that age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and
maternity, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation are protected
characteristics under the Equality Act 2010.

By virtue of Section 149 of that Act in exercising its planning functions the
Council must have due regard to the need to:

Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited;

Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;

Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.

It is therefore acknowledged that the Council needs to have due regard to the
effect of its decision on persons with protected characteristics mentioned.

Such consideration has been balanced along with other material planning
considerations and it is considered that the proposal is acceptable in respect to
the requirements of the Act.  Having had regard to the particulars of this case
officers consider that the proposal would not conflict with the aim of the
Equalities Act.

6 Conclusion

6.1 In respect to all matters of acknowledged interest and policy tests it is
considered that the proposal, subject to the attached conditions, would not result
in any significant harm to acknowledged interests and is therefore considered to
be in accordance with the Development Plan.

6.2 It is therefore recommended that the application be approved subject to the
attached conditions.
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Application No:  CH/20/075 

Location:  Blue Cedars, 29, Beechmere Rise, Etchinghill, Rugeley, 

 WS15 2XR 

Proposal:  Retention of brick and panel fence, decking, and reed 

 fence, widening of driveway including associated 

 construction of retaining walls, and erection of boundary 

 wall and fence to NE boundary (Part Retrospective) 
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Location and Block Plan 
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Existing Site Plan 
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Proposed Site Plan 
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Proposed Elevations 
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Contact Officer: Audrey Lewis

Telephone No: 01543 464528

Planning Control Committee

27 January 2021

Application No: CH/20/075

Received: 04-Mar-2020

Location: Blue Cedars, 29, Beechmere Rise, Etchinghill, Rugeley,
WS15 2XR

Parish: Rugeley

Ward: Etching Hill and the Heath

Description: Retention of brick and panel fence, decking, and reed fence,
widening of driveway including associated construction of
retaining walls, and erection of boundary wall and fence to
NE boundary (Part Retrospective)

Application Type: Full Planning Application

Recommendations: Approve Subject to Conditions

Reason(s) for Recommendation:

In accordance with paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy Framework the Local
Planning Authority has worked with the applicant in a positive and proactive manner to
approve the proposed development, which accords with the Local Plan and/ or the
National Planning Policy Framework.

Conditions (and Reasons for Conditions):

1. No materials shall be used for the external surfaces of the development other
than those specified on the application.

Reason
In the interests of visual amenity and to ensure compliance with Local Plan
Policies CP3, CP15, CP16, RTC3 (where applicable) and the NPPF.

2. The approved landscape works shall be carried out in the first planting and
seeding season following the completion of the development.

Reason
In the interest of visual amenity of the area. In accordance with Local Plan Policy
CP3 and the NPPF.
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3. Remediation of the boundary wall located to the North Eastern boundary shall
be undertaken within 3 months of the date of this permission, in accordance with
the structural engineer report dated Aug 2020 received 10 December 2020.

Reason
To ensure the stabilty and integrity of the land is retainined, in accordance with
paragraph 179 of the NPPF.

4. Notwithstanding the submitted plans, the development hereby permitted shall be
carried out in accordance with the following approved plans and pertains only to
that as described by the ‘proposal’:

Drg No.s

Location & block plan

18-080-01b (Existing Site Plan)

18-080-20-05a (Proposed arden layout design)

1489.2A (Proposed Elevations)

Structural Design & Calculations dated Aug 2020 received 10 December 2020.

Planning Statement October 2020.

Reason
For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

Notes to the Developer:

The contractor shall allow each concrete pour to cure for a minimum period of 24 hours
before installing the next 150mm layer.

Coal Standing Advice:

The proposed development lies within a coal mining area which may contain
unrecorded coal mining related hazards.  If any coal mining feature is encountered
during development, this should be reported immediately to the Coal Authority on 0345
762 6848.

Further information is also available on the Coal Authority website at:

www.gov.uk/government/organisations/the-coal-authority
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Consultations and Publicity

External Consultations

Rugeley Town Council (24 May 2020)

Councillors objected to both of the applications relating to this site. There had been
concern raised by a number of neighbours to the property. Main areas of concern were
around:

1) It was considered that there had been no material change since the previous
application was refused.

2) The boundary/supporting wall to the Penk Drive North properties and to the
Beechmere Rise neighbour were not deemed sufficient to hold back the earth
being moved to raise the land levels.

3) Fear of safety for residents living below was very real with the amount of soil being
retained.

4) The properties on Penk Drive North would now have a high wall in their back
gardens rather than a slope of land.

5) Loss of privacy for all neighbours by raising the land levels.

6) Concern at possible land grab and development on land not owned by the owners.

Rugeley Town Council (10 December 2020)

The Town Council held an extraordinary Planning Committee meeting to consider the
above applications.  Four residents attended the meeting which was held via zoom and
is available to view on the town councils Facebook page.  Following discussion, the
Town Council would like to object to the planning application for the following reasons:

 Amended plans do not show anything dramatically different.

 Lots of work has been undertaken without planning permission.

 Wall already constructed appears not to be of appropriate quality – no
foundation, no bracing, bricks are cracking.

 Workmen have entered neighbours land without permission.

 Backfilling of soil behind the wall is causing the wall to move.

 Wall was built using shuttering rather than appropriate footings.

 Residents have maintained the land for years and understood it was
unadopted land.

 Applicant has assumed ownership of the unadopted land for personal
purposes of levelling the garden.
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 Maintenance of the wall already constructed has not taken place.

 No care or consideration to neighbours affected.

 Wall is sitting some 7 feet high to residents on Penk Drive North.

 Oppressive feeling caused by height of the proposed wall

 Work already undertaken has remove the natural boundary to the properties
on Penk Drive North

 Decimation of a natural wildlife corridor has taken place on land whose
ownership is disputed.

 In order that the issues associated with the proposed development can be
fully understood, Rugeley Town Council would further request that Cllrs on
the Planning Cabinet should visit the site ensuring that they have access to
the rear gardens of houses on Penk Drive which are directly affected by the
development.  Only by visiting these properties can the full extent of the
proposed work be fully appreciated.

The Council’s Consultant Structural Engineer (Comments Received 7 December 2020)

1. Proposed 1.4m high Retaining Wall to the South West of the Site.

a) I have checked the site plans and proposed sections 5 - 5 and 6 – 6 for the
site and I agree that the difference in levels between the driveway to 29,
Beechmere Rise and the lower level of the 2 metre wide section of sloping
ground adjacent to the public footpath will be approximately 1.4 metres.

b) The calculation sheets A4868/6 to A4868/15 have been prepared for a
retaining wall with a maximum stem height equal to 1.4 metres. However, as
shown on the section drawings within the calculations the base of the
retaining wall is to be covered with a 300mm depth of makeup and finishes to
the driveway/footpath adjacent to No 29 Beechmere Rise. As such the actual
height of the retaining wall which is required will be 1.4m + 0.3m = 1.7m.
Therefore I am of the opinion that the structural calculations underestimate
the stem height of the required retaining wall by 300mm.

c) In my opinion there is a reasonable chance that the section sizes specified
for the retaining wall base and wall stem will be capable of supporting the
loads applied by the extra 300mm of fill material behind the wall.
Nevertheless I recommend that the structural calculations should be revised
to confirm this opinion.

2. Proposed 1m high Retaining Wall to the South West of the Site

a) Calculation sheets A4868/16 to A4868/25 have been prepared for a retaining
wall with a maximum stem height equal to 1.0 metres. However, as shown on
the section drawings within the calculations the base of the retaining wall is
to be covered with a 300mm depth of makeup and finishes to the footpath
adjacent to No 29 Beechmere Rise. Therefore the actual height of the
retaining wall stem which is required will be 1.0m + 0.3m = 1.3m. As such I
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am of the opinion that the structural calculations underestimate the stem
height of the required retaining wall by 300mm.

b) Again I am of the opinion there is a reasonable chance that the section sizes
specified for the retaining wall base and wall stem will be capable of
supporting the loads applied by the extra 300mm of fill material behind the
wall. Nevertheless I recommend that the structural calculations should be
revised to confirm this opinion.

c) The proposed site plan drawing BLS - 18-080-20-05a indicates the new 1.0m
high retaining wall being built tight up to the edge of the existing footpath.
However, as shown on calculation sheet A4868/16A the base of the retaining
wall will be up to 1.5m lower than the level of the footpath. Therefore unless
the proposed line of the retaining wall is moved away from the footpath it will
be inevitable that it will be undermined and hence some reinstatement of the
footpath will be required.

3. Remedial Works to Existing Retaining Wall.

a) I agree with the recommendation to backfill behind the existing blockwork
retaining wall with mass concrete installed in maximum 150mm layers.
However, I recommend that a note should be added to instruct the contractor
to allow each concrete pour to cure for a minimum period of 24 hours before
installing the next 150mm layer.

The Council’s Consultant Structural Engineer (9 December 2020)

I confirm that I have reviewed the revised structural calculation sheets A4868/1B to 25
B prepared by AJS Structural Design Ltd. Following this review I am satisfied that the
calculations now agree with the proposed heights for the 1.0m and 1.4m high retaining
walls and that the specified section sizes for these two retaining walls are satisfactory.
Therefore I have no further comments to make.

Internal Consultations

None undertaken.

Response to Publicity

The application has been advertised by site notice and neighbour letter.  Re-
consultations have been undertaken on the amended plans. Representations from 6
No. neighbouring households have been received on the following grounds:-

• Pleased to see that alterations have been made to the proposal for a brick
wall to run alongside the public pathway, in so much as part of it is to be set
back on the owner’s land, From personal experience (professional) a brick
walkway alongside a narrow public footpath creates a more hostile
environment. If there was someone attacked in a walkway like this, they stand
more chance of being able to escape by breaking a wooden fence down than
a brick wall.

 On the original planning application it indicated that no trees/bushes would be
removed, which was untrue and the gap at the rear of my garden has left us
with little privacy, so we erected a 2m high screen to help with this.
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 Recording of the application is confusing with the large number of documents.

 A number of the Structural Design Sketches and statements are inaccurate.
Detailed commentary provided with diagrams and photos to indicate specific
failings (32 pages are included within the neighbour objection).

 Trespass has occurred into neighbouring gardens to attempt patch repair to
the cracked & buckling rear retaining wall.

 The structural design details state that there should be a void area to be kept
free from debris to prevent land slip, this is not being adhered to.

 The backfilling of the rear retaining wall will create a plinth that will form a
walkway that will allow increased overlooking.

 How will maintenance occur to the rear wall from the neighbouring side.

 The rear bank that was formerly covered in brambles formed a buffer to
prevent overlooking.

 Who owns the land behind Penk Drive North?

 Detriment to privacy.

 Height of the wall.

 Health and safety to neighbouring properties, in the event of the wall failing.

 The boundary wall looks to have been built on land that does not belong to
the applicant, but on waste land between Beechmere Rise and Penk Drive
North rear gardens.

 To build the wall, damage has already been done to the existing conifer trees
which have been significantly pruned back and therefore thinned out and then
the wall built right up against them. A few wooden struts have also been
wedged between my conifer trees and the wall in order to support the wall,
but in doing so causing damage to the trees.

 The pruning of the conifer trees was not declared on either of the above
planning applications, but this work is clearly visible in the pictures submitted
in the application documents.

 The proposed adding of timber posts to add further support to the block wall
doesn’t look possible due to how close to the trees the wall has already been
built and I worry this option will cause further damage to the trees.

 The wall has been built on top of rubble added to the waste land behind the
trees and therefore starts from a higher ground level than the trees. From the
base of the trees (the original land level where the wall is) the top of the wall
is currently 6ft 7inches (200cms) at the rear left of my garden and rising to 7ft
(213cms) at the rear right side. Therefore, proposing to build significantly
above this level further and to then add a high fence on top will create an
extremely imposing and oppressive feature that will tower over the end of the
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Penk Drive North rear gardens and will even be seen from the road on Penk
Drive North between the houses.

 The proposed increased height of the wall and additional fence will cut out a
lot of light and skyline to the south facing Penk Drive North rear gardens and
will cast shade over the gardens on sunnier days.

 The reduction in light to the conifers would then cause them further damage
or deterioration.

 In what used to be wasteland between the rear gardens of Beechmere Rise
and Penk Drive North, there used to be some tall trees, along with lots of
plants and wildlife. We used to notice foxes, hedgehogs and squirrels in the
gardens frequently, but since the trees were felled and the vegetation
removed, these are now a very rare sight. The wasteland also used to contain
lots of large buddleia plants and it was always nice to see how many
butterflies and bees these attracted to the gardens.

 29 Beechmere Rise is obviously much higher up Etching Hill than the
adjacent properties on Penk Drive North, however this was never an issue
partly thanks to the vegetation and trees that used to be on the wasteland
between providing adequate cover, but the main reason is due to the fact that
the rear garden of 29 Beechmere Rise used to be set back and the end of the
garden defined with a low picket fence. Due to severity of the upwards sloping
gradient of the wasteland between the gardens, it would be impossible to
extend/increase the length of the rear garden of 29 Beechmere Rise at the
same level (as proposed), without having to build and backfill significantly
(which comes with its own structural issues identified) and create anything
that doesn’t resemble a prison wall to its surrounding neighbours.

 Extending the length or usable length of the rear garden at 29 Beechmere
Rise will naturally bring its occupants further down their garden and this will
reduce the privacy to the gardens of Penk Drive North and also increase the
noise levels, as I’m afraid it would feel like the occupants are almost on top of
us

 As stated in previous correspondence, this wall was commenced in 2018
without planning permission.  It has been built on land that was previously
deemed no man’s land.  To my knowledge neighbours in Penk Drive North
have never been made aware that the owners of 29 Beechmere had made
any claim to this land.

 The builders encroached on the gardens of neighbours in Penk Drive when
laying flimsy shuttering before laying a concrete base.  The wall is now
showing signs of cracking.  In the comments in the letter from AJS Structural
Engineers, dated 27th July 2020, it states that there was “no buckling or
cracking that was visible,  however inspection of the front face of the wall was
limited due to close proximity of trees and no safe access to this area being
present.”  This confirms how high the wall is from the angle of Penk Drive
North and also that a proper inspection of it could not be made in order to see
the cracks that are evident from Penk Drive North.  I am not sure why
inspection hasn’t been requested from the angle of Penk Drive.
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 AJS have suggested in their letter to the occupier of 29 that the void between
the sandstone face and the wall could be filled with concrete in order to
reduce excessive pressure on the retaining wall. They also state that ”due to
the length of the wall they anticipate movement to take place due to freeze
thaw in winter months and heat expansion during the summer”.  They then go
on to say they “advise to allow cracking to happen and locally repair these
with Helifix crack-stitching bars when they occur.” Does this not confirm that
the wall is dangerous.  As the void from No 29 is to be filled with concrete,
how is it proposed these repairs are undertaken.  I feel this could only be
done from the gardens of Penk Drive due to the close proximity of the wall to
Penk Drive boundaries.  I cannot see how this is acceptable.

 The view of the wall from the gardens in Penk Drive is not aesthetically
pleasing, see attached photo Fig 3 included in AJS letter. The second photo is
the view that is seen from Penk Drive.

 The state of the wall from the Penk Drive view is high and oppressive, it is
already showing signs of cracking.  If it cracks does this not indicate risk of
falling into the gardens of Penk Drive.  From leafy haven as indicated by
CCDC Local Plan to concrete jungle springs to mind.

 Before planning was applied for, changes were made to the levels of the
landscape around No 29 in 2018 that I feel are deemed the norm currently.
Therefore I do not believe a fair representation of the changes is being made
to planners.

 I would add, that on looking at the plans on the website, it is, evident that both
applications have been merged into one, which results in unclear impact of
what is applied for.  I would also point out that levels were raised, pre-
planning permission, around the boundary with 27 Beechmere which is now
described as sandstone rock and which is in fact soil moved from the top of
the site and placed on the original ground height.  The whole area around
gardens in Penk Drive North and number 27 Beechmere has been stripped of
any natural screening, with levels being raised and an ugly and dangerous
wall built, which will tower above the properties in Penk Drive North.  This will
not provide any privacy only an oppressive overlooking from No 29 which sits
above our properties.

 The amended wall plan submitted as PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE RELEVANT PARTS OF THE FOLLOWING CODES OF PRACTICE:- BS
6399 LOADINGS FOR BUILDINGS BS 8110 STRUCTURAL USE OF
CONCRETE BS 8002 EARTH RETAINING STRUCTURES refers only to the
wall adjacent to the public footpath. However, there are no such detailed
structural plans provided for the wall at the end of the garden, which is
adjacent to Penk Drive North and the boundary next to my garden. Such
plans should be essential considering the steep gradient of the land on this
and adjacent properties.

 The Schematic Section Showing Proposed Concrete Infill for the wall at
bottom of the garden adjacent to Penk Drive North and the boundary with to
my garden, indicates that the land by the fence is a sandstone rock face.
However, this is not case; it is gross false claim.  The ground here is
composed of soil, which was moved from the top part of the garden, brought
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onto the site and placed on top of the original ground height – under which,
there may possibly be a sandstone base.  I would draw attention again to the
fact that the level of the ground has been raised significantly, at least 2m+ and
was done without any planning application being made.

 Photographs submitted previously, (with last my objections) clearly show the
increase in height of soil in that part of the garden. In consequence, the
stability of the wall (for which they do not have planning permission and on to
which they intend to build on further) must be suspect, because all debris and
run-off water runs down to these boundaries.

 There are concerns over potential breaches of said walls as, although a
proposed concrete ditch will lie low between the raised clay mound of soil (not
a sandstone rock face as specified on the amended plans) and the flimsy wall
constructed in 2018.

 The boundary fence at the end of my garden, which I installed three years
ago, has already suffered damage because of this wall.

 As in the above point with regard to the hugely increased height, the
amended plan does not give any indication of the steep gradient of the
properties in Penk Drive North– this proposed increase in a boundary would
be grossly overpowering – and if not structurally sound – dangerous.

 If there isn’t a solid base there, even if there were a solid base, with current
weather conditions this could cause a landslide.

 I reiterate that all planning application submitted after the ground level was
raised, assumed that this increased ground level to be the original ground
level.  In the original planning objections CH/18/313 and CH/18/314
photographs of the property’s original ground levels are depicted and
photographs showing comparison of the increase in ground levels, i.e.. when
the current occupier purchased the property.

 These new amended plans do not indicate the oppressive impact the raised
ground levels will have on my garden.  In the photographs in this application it
is clear to see how high the ground will be next to the height of my fence
(currently half the height of my fence). It does it show how oppressive the
overshadowing produced by a further boundary fence, placed on top of this
wall, will have on my garden.

 Following the increase in ground level done without planning permission, and
the walls adjacent to Penk Drive North and the boundary next to my garden,
also built without planning permission, have resulted in the loss of privacy of
my bedrooms. Should both be kept, the privacy of my bedrooms will be
compromised permanently.  I was informed in 2018, that Local Authority
(CCDC) had requested for the levels to be returned to their original state,
before any submission of planning application.  This didn’t happen, a small
amount of soil was moved back up to the top of the garden - nothing close to
the quantity which had brought from the top of the garden, or had being
brought to site.
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 The property already has a substantial drive, which caters for eight cars. The
proposed turning space and extension of the drive would bring it nearer to my
property’s dining terrace. Fumes and noise from the number of cars currently
visiting the property is oppressive, this will only increase, if planning is
permitted.

 Along with increase in drive size, building a pillared gateway and the building
of a brick boundary wall next to the public footpath will have a bleak
overpowering negative impact.  The huge copper tree that crowned the
entrance to the property and stood out as a main street feature has already
been cut down along with other shrubs and trees on the property. The whole
nature of the area will be radically altered.  The CCDC Local Plan indicates
this part of Etchinghill as green and leafy area – it is 2-minute walk to the top
of the Etchinghill Rock – the result of using so much manmade materials go
against its aspirations.  There will be no increase in accommodation, just
destruction of a quiet cul de sac - with the removal so much soft landscape
and the reverberation sound related to the extension of a brick landscape.

 The property already has approved planning permission (CH/18/187) to raise
the height of the roof and add Dormer windows.  With approval of these
additional applications, the property will vastly over-power the street and
neighbouring properties.

Relevant Planning History

CH/20/074: - Alterations to land levels including formation of enlarged
driveway/turning area, formation of seating area, provision of steps to
lower level and landscaping and removal of partially constructed raised
terrace – currently under consideration at the same Committee meeting.

CH/18/313: - Driveway alterations and retaining walls. Full - Refusal
23/07/2019 for the following reason:

“The driveway alterations, patio extension and retaining wall and
associated increase in levels, by virtue of their close proximity to the
common boundary with No 27 Beechmere Rise would give rise to such
degrees of overlooking as to result in an oppressive relationship to the
detriment to privacy and neighbour amenity.  As such the proposal would
fail to maintain the high standard of residential amenity of the occupiers
of No 27 Beechmere Rise, contrary to Policy CP3 of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 1) and paragraph 127(f) of the National Planning Policy
Framework.”

CH/18/314: - Rear boundary retaining wall - proposal to clad with close boarded fence
panels. Full- Refusal 23/07/2019 for the following reason:

“The proposed retaining wall and associated increase in levels, by virtue
of their close proximity to the common boundary with No.27 Beechmere
Rise and Penk Drive North would give rise to such degrees of
overlooking as to result in an oppressive relationship to the detriment to
privacy and neighbour amenity.  As such the proposal would fail to
maintain the high standard of residential amenity of the occupiers of No.
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27 Beechmere Rise and Penk Drive North, contrary to Policy CP3 of the
Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 1) and paragraph 127(f) of the National
Planning Policy Framework.”

CH/18/187: - Front extension to garage, raised ridge to achieve correct head height
on first floor approved subject to conditions on 29 June 2018.

CH/08/0150: - Amendment to approved scheme CH/07/0389 to change front dormer
design and one additional rear dormer and change doors and juliet
balcony to window in side elevation (Retrospective application).
Refused 18th April 2008 for the following reasons:  "The use of white
UPVC cladding and mineral felt roofing on all dormer windows provides
a strident and obtrusive feature in the street scene to the detriment of the
locality, contrary to paragraphs (i) (ii) and (iii) of Policy B8 of the Adopted
Local Plan."  The development was allowed at appeal on the 22nd
September 2008.

CH/07/0389 - Loft conversion incorporating one dormer to front three to rear and door
with juliet balcony to side.  Approved with conditions August 2007.

1 Site and Surroundings

1.1 Number 29 is a detached dormer bungalow sited at the east end of Beechmere
Rise and in an elevated position above the properties to the north - Penk Drive
North.  The application is within the defined settlement boundary for Rugeley
and an established residential area.

1.2 The property is a 1970’s brick chalet bungalow with a basement currently used
as a garage.  The application site is approximately rectangular in shape and
slopes steeply downwards from south to north.  The existing dwelling has a
north-south orientation as the plot and is sited on the southern - highest - part of
the site.  Due to the large change in ground levels the basement to the bungalow
forms a garage with access sweeping around from the access at the top of the
site.  There are 1.8m high fences to the side boundaries, but due to the change
in ground levels the boundary fence has a staggered profile.

1.3 Adjacent to the southern boundary is a public footpath and on the opposite side
of this a neighbouring property of similar age and design, the nearest point of
the dwelling of which is at 10.5m.

1.4 Adjacent to the north western common boundary, is then No. 27 Beechmere
Rise. The closest distance to the dwelling at No27 and the application dwelling
is 15m to the southern wing of the application property which increases to 18m
to the main parts of both dwellings.

1.5 The nearest distance to the northern boundary and dwellings accessed from
Penk Drive North, to the north of the application site, is 37m.  These dwellings
are at significantly lower ground levels with rear habitable room windows and
rear gardens facing the rear of the application property.

1.6 The application site is unallocated and undesignated within the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 1).  The application site is located within a Mineral Safeguarding
Area and is also within the Coal Authority Low Risk Boundary.
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2 Proposal

2.1 The applicant is seeking consent for the retention of a brick and panel fence,
decking, and reed fence, widening of driveway including associated construction
of retaining walls, and erection of boundary wall and fence to NE boundary (Part
Retrospective).

 Retention of brick and panel fence, decked area and reed fence
(retrospective) adjacent to the south western boundary of the site.

 Widening of driveway including associated construction of retaining
walls adjacent to the south western boundary of the site.

 Rear retaining wall to NE boundary (retrospective) including the
proposed new 1m high fence above the wall to a maximum height of
2.45m.  Drawing number 1489.2A is annotated to indicate that this
would comprise close boarded fence when viewed from the north east
view from Penk Drive North. Remediation measures to be undertaken
with concrete backfilling as per the structural engineer report.

2.2 The application has been amended since submission to:

 Provide additional structural calculations

 Omission of the raised terrace area and the winding pathway

2.3 Since the last applications in 2018, the following changes have been made:

 Provision of a lowered seating area and extension of garden, replacing a
larger seating area that previously existed.

 Provision of steps down to lower level replacing original steps.

 Creation of a rockery.

 Enlargement of driveway/ turning area to facilitate turning of vehicles
within the site.

 Provision of landscaping to north western site boundary.

 Widening of driveway parallel with south western boundary and provision
of new boundary wall.

 Section drawings to show extent of levels alterations proposed.

3 Planning Policy

3.1 Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires
planning applications to be determined in accordance with the provisions of the
Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
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3.2 The Development Plan currently comprises the Cannock Chase Local Plan
(2014) and the Minerals Local Plan for Staffordshire (2015 – 2030).  Relevant
policies within the Local Plan include: -

CP1 - Strategy – the Strategic Approach

CP3 - Chase Shaping – Design

3.2 – Minerals Plan

3.3 National Planning Policy Framework

3.4 The NPPF (2019) sets out the Government’s position on the role of the
planning system in both plan-making and decision-taking. It states that the
purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development, in economic, social and environmental terms, and it
states that there should be “presumption in favour of sustainable
development” and sets out what this means for decision taking.

3.5 The NPPF (2019) confirms the plan-led approach to the planning system and
that decisions must be made in accordance with the Development Plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.

3.6 Relevant paragraphs within the NPPF include paragraphs: -

8: Three dimensions of Sustainable Development

11-14: The Presumption in favour of Sustainable
Development

47-50: Determining Applications

124, 127, 128, 130: Achieving Well-Designed Places

178-179: Ground Conditions and Pollution

212, 213 Implementation

3.7 Other relevant documents include: -

Design Supplementary Planning Document, April 2016.

Cannock Chase Local Development Framework Parking Standards,
Travel Plans and Developer Contributions for Sustainable Transport.

Manual for Streets

4 Determining Issues

4.1 The determining issues for the proposed development include:-

i) Principle of development

ii) Design and impact on the character and form of the area
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iii) Impact on residential amenity.

iv) Impact on highway safety.

v) Ground Stability and other issues raised by neighbours

4.2 Principle of the Development

4.2.1 The site is located on unallocated land and contains an existing dwelling house.
The proposal is for an external retaining wall to be clad with close boarded fence
for the dwelling and is therefore acceptable in principle subject to the
considerations set out below:

4.3 Design and the Impact on the Character and Form of the Area

4.3.1 In respect to issues in relation to design Policy CP3 of the Local Plan requires
that, amongst other things, developments should be: -

(i) well-related to existing buildings and their surroundings in terms of layout,
density, access, scale appearance, landscaping and materials; and

(ii) successfully integrate with existing trees; hedges and landscape features of
amenity value and employ measures to enhance biodiversity and green the
built environment with new planting designed to reinforce local
distinctiveness.

4.3.2 Relevant policies within the NPPF in respect to design and achieving well-
designed places include paragraphs 124, 127, 128 and 130.  Paragraph 124
makes it clear that the creation of high-quality buildings and places is
fundamental to what the planning and development process should achieve.

4.3.3 Paragraph 127 of the NPPF, in so much as it relates to impacts on the character
of an area goes on to state: -

Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments:

a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just
for the short term but over the lifetime of the development;

b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and
appropriate and effective landscaping;

c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the
surrounding built environment and landscape setting, while not
preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or change (such
as increased densities);

d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the
arrangement of streets, spaces, building types and materials to
create attractive, welcoming and distinctive places to live, work and
visit;

4.3.4 Finally Paragraph 130 states planning permission should be refused for
development of poor design that fails to take the opportunities available for
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improving the character and quality of an area and the way it functions, taking
into account any local design standards or style guides in plans or
supplementary planning documents. Conversely, where the design of a
development accords with clear expectations in plan policies, design should not
be used by the decision taker as a valid reason to object to development.

4.3.5 Although the site is located within an established, wholly residential area the
most significant component of the site and its immediate area is that it is on a
pronounced slope.  The dwellings in Beechmere Rise have rear gardens, which
slope downwards along their lengths and across their widths from east to west.
The gardens are landscaped with mature tree screening and shrubs with small
areas of stepped patios forming the majority of the surface treatments.
Boundary treatments comprise standard height closed board fencing, stepped to
follow differing ground levels combined with conifer and deciduous trees and
hedges.  The gardens situated below the application site in Penk Drive North are
also predominantly covered in mature landscaping comprising trees and shrubs.

4.3.6 Since the consideration of the previous applications, additional screening
boundary treatment has been erected by one of the rear residents and conifer
hedge growth has also occurred increasing the height, behind the rear retaining
wall.  However, a break in the conifer hedge screen to the rear of the application
site, remains to part of the rear boundary.

4.3.7 The proposed increased retaining wall structures, combined with the other
retaining wall proposed by CH/20/074 has resulted in the loss of mature conifer
hedging, trees and other lawned areas with a consequent increase in hard
boundary/ surface treatments.  This undoubtedly has had some impact on the
visual amenity of the site.  However, the front gardens along Beechmere Rise
are characterised by extensive areas of hardstanding and drives and in this
respect, as seen from the public realm the proposal would not significantly
detract form the character of the streetscene.

4.3.8 Furthermore, although the site is in a poor state (as a result of the ground raising
works) this could be mitigated by the use of an appropriately worded condition
requiring a full landscaping scheme requiring restoration of grass areas
augmented by appropriate tree and shrub planting.

4.3.9 Subject to such a condition it is considered that the proposal would not be
contrary to Policy CP3 of the Cannock Chase Local Plan.

4.4 Impact on Residential Amenity

4.4.1 Policy CP3 of the Local Plan states that the following key requirements of high
quality design will need to addressed in development proposals and goes onto
include [amongst other things] the protection of the "amenity enjoyed by existing
properties".

4.4.2 Paragraph 127(f) of the NPPF states that planning policies and decisions should
ensure that developments [amongst other things] create places with a high
standard of amenity for existing and future users.
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4.4.3 There have been several objections received to the ground levels changes and
rear wall to the north eastern boundary on the grounds of impact upon
residential amenity.

4.4.4 Given the above it is noted that like in many areas where there are substantial
slopes there will always be some degree of overlooking from one site to another.

4.4.5 The proposal has raised the height of the rear boundary treatment and ground
levels at the application site, which already sits higher than No.27 Beechmere
Rise and much higher than the dwellings located in Penk Drive North.

4.4.6 Some ground works were temporary in order to facilitate access by a digger to
the bottom of the site in order to construct the trench where the boundary wall is
located.  Following these works the land has been graded back to levels that
provide comparative levels of overlooking to that of the original.

4.4.7 The addition of the 1m high fence above the existing rear wall to the north
eastern boundary would prevent overlooking to occur to dwellings in Penk Drive
North from the end of the garden, when a person stands immediately adjacent to
the fence.  It would be mostly screened from Penk Drive North by additional
screening boundary treatment that has been erected by one of the rear residents
and conifer hedge growth that has also occurred since the last applications were
made.  It is therefore considered that this would be acceptable in terms of the
amenity and privacy relative to dwellings located at the rear in Penk Drive North.
With regard to overlooking of No 27 Beechmere Rise, this aspect is considered
under the separate application, which also proposes a higher side common
boundary fence to a height of 2m, measured from the applicant’s ground level.
As such, it is considered that the refusal reason pertaining to this aspect of
CH/18/314 has been sufficiently overcome.

4.4.8 The proposals pertaining to the retention of brick and panel fence, decking, and
reed fence, widening of driveway including associated construction of retaining
walls have not raised specific neighbour concerns.  It is considered they would
not cause significant impact in terms of residential amenity.

4.4.9 In this respect, it is considered that the proposal would maintain a high standard
of residential amenity, in accordance with Policy CP3 of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan and the NPPF.

4.5 Impact on Highway Safety

4.5.1 Paragraph 109 of NPPF states that development should only be prevented or
refused on highway grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on
highway safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would
be severe.

4.5.2 The proposal would have a neutral impact upon highway safety.  As such, it
would not have an adverse impact upon highway or pedestrian safety, in
accordance with paragraph 109 of the NPPF and the Parking SPD.
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4.6 Ground Conditions and Other Issues Raised by Objectors

4.6.1 Land Stability

4.6.2 Paragraph 178 of the NPPF states that “planning policies and decisions should
ensure that:

a) a site is suitable for its proposed use taking account of ground conditions
and any risks arising from land instability and contamination. This includes
risks arising from natural hazards or former activities such as mining, and
any proposals for mitigation including land remediation (as well as potential
impacts on the natural environment arising from that remediation);

b) after remediation, as a minimum, land should not be capable of being
determined as contaminated land under Part IIA of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990; and

c) adequate site investigation information, prepared by a competent person, is
available to inform these assessments.

4.6.3 In addition paragraph 179 makes it clear that “Where a site is affected by
contamination or land stability issues, responsibility securing a safe development
rests with the developer and/or landowner”.

4.6.4 The neighbouring residents have raised concerns relative land stability regarding
the proposed retaining walls.

4.6.5 The application was accompanied with structural calculations.  The structural
calculations have been revised since submission and assessed by an
independent structural engineer commissioned by the Council, who has
confirmed that they are now satisfactory.

4.6.6 A condition can be imposed to ensure remediation measures are undertaken
within 3 months of permission, using a concrete backfill method in accordance
with the recommendations of the structural engineer report. The other retaining
wall to the south western boundary side will also be undertaken in accordance
with the requirements of the structural engineer report.  As such the proposal
would, subject to the attached conditions, ensure the integrity of the land in
accordance with Local Plan Policy and NPPF requirements.

4.7 Land Ownership

4.7.1 The agent for the applicant has completed Certificate A and has confirmed that
the proposed development does not include land outside of the applicant’s
ownership. Officers have not received any substantive evidence to demonstrate
otherwise and it is for the courts to adjudicate in matters of land ownership not
the local planning authority.

4.8 Minerals Safeguarding

4.8.1 The site falls within a Mineral Safeguarding Area and Coal Authority Low Risk
Area.  The Coal Authority do not require consultation on the application, as it
considers the general area to be a development low risk area. The proposal
would fall within Item 2 of the exemptions list as it is works to an existing
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dwelling and is therefore permitted.   As such the proposal is compliant with
Policy 3 of the Minerals Local Plan.

5 Human Rights Act 1998 and Equalities Act 2010

Human Rights Act 1998

5.1 The proposals set out in this report are considered to be compatible with the
Human Rights Act 1998. The recommendation to approve the application
accords with the adopted policies in the Development Plan which aims to
secure the proper planning of the area in the public interest.

Equalities Act 2010

5.2 It is acknowledged that age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and
maternity, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation are protected
characteristics under the Equality Act 2010.

By virtue of Section 149 of that Act in exercising its planning functions the
Council must have due regard to the need to:

Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited;

Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;

Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.

It is therefore acknowledged that the Council needs to have due regard to the
effect of its decision on persons with protected characteristics mentioned.

Such consideration has been balanced along with other material planning
considerations and it is considered that the proposal is acceptable in respect to
the requirements of the Act.  Having had regard to the particulars of this case
officers consider that the proposal would not conflict with the aim of the
Equalities Act.

6 Conclusion

6.1 In respect to all matters of acknowledged interest and policy tests it is
considered that the proposal, subject to the attached conditions, would not result
in any significant harm to acknowledged interests and is therefore considered to
be in accordance with the Development Plan.

6.2 It is therefore recommended that the application be approved subject to the
attached conditions.
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Application No:  CH/20/316 

Location:  37 Durham Drive, Rugeley, WS15 1LD 

Proposal:  Land between Durham Drive and Uplands Green, Pear 

 Tree Estate, Rugeley, Erection of Detached Dormer 

 Bungalow 
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Location and Site Plan 
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Proposed Floor Plans and Elevations 
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Proposed Fence Details 
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Contact Officer: David Spring
Telephone No: Remote Working

Planning Control Committee
January 27 2021

Application No: CH/20/316

Received: 09-Sep-2020

Location: 37 Durham Drive, Rugeley, WS15 1LD

Parish: Rugeley

Ward: Hagley

Description: Land between Durham Drive and Uplands Green, Pear Tree
Estate, Rugeley, Erection of Detached Dormer Bungalow

Application Type: Full Planning Application

Recommendations:

Approve subject to a unilateral undertaking in respect of securing the mitigation for
impact on Cannock Chase SAC and the attached conditions

Reason(s) for Recommendation:

In accordance with paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy Framework the Local
Planning Authority has worked with the applicant in a positive and proactive manner to
approve the proposed development, which accords with the Local Plan and the
National Planning Policy Framework.

Conditions (and Reasons for Conditions):

1. The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than the
expiration of three years beginning with the date on which this permission is
granted.

Reason
To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town & Country Planning Act
1990.

2. No part of the development hereby approved shall be undertaken above ground
level until details of the materials to be used for the external surfaces have been
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason
In the interests of visual amenity and to ensure compliance with Local Plan Policies
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CP3, CP15, CP16, RTC3 (where applicable) and the NPPF.

3. The approved landscape works shown on Dwg. Ref Site Plan & Location Rev A &
Dwg 2020:200-02-Close board fence detail shall be carried out in the first planting
and seeding season following the occupation of any buildings or the completion of
the development whichever is the sooner.

Reason
In the interest of visual amenity of the area. In accordance with Local Plan Policies
CP3, CP12, CP14 and the NPPF.

4. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans:

Location & Site Plan Rev A, Drwg No. 2020:200:02, Drwg No. 2020:200:01

Reason
For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

5. The dwelling hereby approved shall not be occupied until a scheme for the fitting of
that dwelling with electric charging points for electric vehicles has been submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and the works
comprising the approved scheme have been completed.  The works shall
thereafter be retained for the lifetime of the development unless otherwise
approved in writing by the Local Planning authority.

Reason
In the interests of improving air quality and combatting climate change in
accordance with policy CP16 and the National Planning Policy Framework.

6. The development hereby permitted shall not be brought into use until the access
and parking areas have been provided in accordance with the ‘Location & Site Plan
Rev A’ submitted on 12th November 2020 and shall thereafter be retained for the
lifetime of the development.

Reason
In the interests of Highway safety

7. No development shall take place including any works of demolition, until a
Highways Construction Method Statement has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved Statement shall be adhered
to throughout the construction period. The statement shall provide for:

 A site compound

 The parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors

 Times of deliveries including details of loading and unloading of plant and
materials

 Storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development

 Duration of works
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 Wheel wash facilities

Reason
To protect the amenity of neighbouring occupiers.

8. The development hereby permitted shall not be commenced until:-

(a) A site investigation for ground contamination including recommendations
for remedial treatment has been undertaken and submitted in writing to
the Local Planning Authority; and

(b) The Local Planning Authority has given approval in writing to the method
of remedial treatment;

The dwelling hereby approved shall not be occupied until the approved remedial
treatment has been carried out in full and a verification certificate has been sent
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason

In order to enable the development to proceed in a safe environment and to
protect the health and safety of its occupiers.

Notes to the Developer:

As the tpo'd tree's to the South of and abutting the application site are not within the
applicants ownership a condition cannot be imposed on any permission for protective
fencing to be put in place on land not owned by the applicant. The applicant is however
reminded of the legal status these protected trees have and that it is an offence to
damage them in any way or for development to come with 5m of the base of these
trees. All due care should be taken throughout the development process to ensure their
protection.

Consultations and Publicity

External Consultations

SCC Highways

No objections subject to the imposition of a condition should permission be granted.

Rugeley Town Council

Overdevelopment of the site in an area already heavily developed

Severn Trent Water Ltd

No objections.

Internal Consultations

Environmental Health (Pollution Officer)

No objections subject to the imposition of a condition, should permission be granted.
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Environmental Health (Housing)

No objections

Planning Policy Manager

No objections. The re-use of a brownfield site is supported, it is considered that the
proposed should respect the character and density of the area, and promote the
creation of better places in which to live and work.

It is of my opinion that the main policy consideration for this application is with regards
to the design of the proposed development and impact upon the surroundings, we are
happy to leave this to the judgement of the Case Officer.

CIL Officer

This development would not be liable to pay CIL. This is because, even though there is
an additional dwelling being created, the floor space of the (in use) garages to be
demolished exceeds the residential floor space being created.

Special Area of Conservation Mitigation Fee

Given that a net increase in dwellings is proposed the development needs to mitigate
its impacts upon the Cannock Chase SAC (Local Plan Part 1 Policy CP13). As this
development is not liable to pay CIL this will need to be done by entering into a
Unilateral Undertaking.

Landscape Officer

No objections subject to the imposition of a number of condtions.

Response to Publicity

No letters of representation have been received.

Relevant Planning History
CH/04/0383: Residential development.  Outline – Refuse. 2/22/2004

CH/09/0180: Residential development of former garage court sites (outline with
all matters reserved. Outline-Approval With Conditions - S106
10/14/2009.

CH/14/0260: Non-material amendment to planning consent CH/12/0431 to
substitute dining room  Approved /28/2014.

1 Site and Surroundings

1.1 The application site comprises of a garage court in the Pear Tree Estate in
Rugeley. The garage court is adjacent to a pedestrian way that links Durham
Drive and Flaxley Road with this pedestrian way passing between the
application site and No. 37 Durham Drive.
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1.2 The site is situated within a large residential estate located a short walk from
Rugeley Town Centre.  Dwellings in the surrounding area are nearly all two
storey semi-detached but there are also several bungalows along Essex Drive
which is at the end of Durham Drive.

1.3 The garages were originally designed to provide off-street parking for many of
the surrounding properties.  In recent years however the garages are under-
used with most residents choosing to park their vehicles on street adjacent to
their dwellings.

1.4 There is a tree preservation order to the south and abutting the site.

2 Proposal

2.1 The Applicant is seeking consent for the erection of a detached dormer
bungalow on land between Durham Drive and Uplands Green, Pear Tree Estate,
Rugeley.

2.2 The proposed would have 2 bedrooms, one on the ground floor and an en-suite
bedroom in the roof space. Also on the ground floor would be an open kitchen/
lounge/ dining area as well as a ground floor toilet. A rear facing pitched roof
dormer window is proposed as well as 2 No. roof lights on the front elevation
and sliding doors on the rear elevation.

2.3 Proposed materials would be render under a tiled roof with upvc doors and
windows. A 1.8m high concrete post and timber close boarded fence is
proposed for the perimeter. Sufficient hardstanding is proposed in the front
curtilage to park 2 vehicles on site.

3 Planning Policy

3.1 Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires
planning applications to be determined in accordance with the provisions of the
Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

3.2 The Development Plan currently comprises the Cannock Chase Local Plan
(2014) and the Minerals Local Plan for Staffordshire (2015-2030).

3.3 Relevant Policies within the Local Plan Include:

CP1 - Strategy – the Strategic Approach

CP3 - Chase Shaping – Design

CP6 – Housing Land

CP7 – Housing Choice

3.4 Relevant Policies within the Minerals Plan Include:

3.2 Safeguarding Minerals
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3.5 National Planning Policy Framework

3.6 The NPPF (2019) sets out the Government’s position on the role of the planning
system in both plan-making and decision-taking. It states that the purpose of the
planning system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development,
in economic, social and environmental terms, and it states that there should be
‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ and sets out what this
means for decision taking.

3.7 The NPPF (2019) confirms the plan-led approach to the planning system and
that decisions must be made in accordance with the Development Plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.

3.8 Relevant paragraphs within the NPPF include paragraphs: -

8: Three dimensions of Sustainable Development

11-14: The Presumption in favour of Sustainable Development

47-50: Determining Applications

59, 64: Delivering a Sufficient Supply of Homes

117, 118: Making Effective Use of Land

124, 127, 128, 130: Achieving Well-Designed Places

206                         Mineral Safeguarding

170, 175 Biodiversity

178, 179, 180 Ground Condition and Pollution

212, 213 Implementation for Sustainable Transport

3.9 Other relevant documents include: -

Design Supplementary Planning Document, April 2016.

Cannock Chase Local Development Framework Parking Standards, Travel
Plans and Developer Contributions for Sustainable Transport.

Hednesford Neighbourhood Plan 2017-2028.

4 Determining Issues

4.1 The determining issues for the proposed development include:-

i) Principle of development

ii) Design and impact on the character and form of the area

iii) Impact on residential amenity.
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iv) Impact on highway safety.

v) Impact on nature conservation

vi) Drainage and flood risk

vii)      Mineral safeguarding

viii)      Waste and recycling facilities

ix) Ground conditions and contamination

4.2 Principle of the Development

4.2.1 Both the NPPF and Cannock Chase Local Plan 2014 Policy CP1 advocate a
presumption in favour of sustainable development unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. The site is located within the urban area of
Rugeley.  It is a ‘windfall site’ having not been previously identified within the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) as a potential housing
site. Although the Local Plan has a housing policy it is silent in respect of its
approach to windfall sites on both greenfield and previously developed land. As
such in accordance with Policy CP1 of the Local Plan proposals fall to be
considered within the presumption in favour of sustainable development,
outlined in paragraph 11 of the NPPF.

4.2.2 In respect to the principle of the proposal it is noted that that the site is within a
residential location near to Rugeley Town Centre, close to the schools and
served by bus routes giving access by public transport.  As such the site has
good access by public transport, walking and cycling to a range of goods and
services to serve the day to day needs of the occupiers of the proposed
development. The site is not located within either Flood Zone 2 or 3 and it is not
designated as a statutory or non- statutory site for nature conservation nor is it
located within a Conservation Area (CA) nor does it affect the setting of a
designated or undesignated heritage asset.

4.2.3 As such it is considered that the proposal is acceptable in principle.

4.2.4 However, although a proposal may be considered to be acceptable in principle it
is still required to meet the provisions within the development plan in respect to
matters of detail. The next part of this report will go to consider the proposal in
this respect.

4.3 Design and the Impact on the Character and Form of the Area

4.3.1 In respect to issues in relation to design Policy CP3 of the Local Plan requires
that, amongst other things, developments should be: -

(i) well-related to existing buildings and their surroundings in terms of layout,
density, access, scale appearance, landscaping and materials; and

(ii) successfully integrate with existing trees; hedges and landscape features
of amenity value and employ measures to enhance biodiversity and green
the built environment with new planting designed to reinforce local
distinctiveness.
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4.3.2 Relevant policies within the NPPF in respect to design and achieving well-
designed places include paragraphs 124, 127, 128 and 130.  Paragraph 124
makes it clear that the creation of high quality buildings and places is
fundamental to what the planning and development process should achieve.

4.3.3 Paragraph 127 of the NPPF,  in so much as it relates to impacts on the character
of an area goes on to state: -

Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments:

a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for
the short term but over the lifetime of the development;

b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and
appropriate and effective landscaping;

c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the
surrounding built environment and landscape setting, while not
preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or change (such as
increased densities);

d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement
of streets, spaces, building types and materials to create attractive,
welcoming and distinctive places to live, work and visit;

4.3.4 Finally Paragraph 130 states planning permission should be refused for
development of poor design that fails to take the opportunities available for
improving the character and quality of an area and the way it functions, taking
into account any local design standards or style guides in plans or
supplementary planning documents. Conversely, where the design of a
development accords with clear expectations in plan policies, design should not
be used by the decision taker as a valid reason to object to development.

4.3.5 In this respect it is noted that Appendix B of the Design SPD sets out clear
expectations and guidance in respect to space about dwellings. Whilst the title of
the SPD refers to extensions the document is also used as guidance for
ensuring appropriate levels of amenity is retained for new development.

4.3.6 Having taken all of the above into account it is considered that the main issues
in respect to design and the impact on the character and form of the area are: -

(i) Overall layout

(ii) Density

(iii) Materials, scale and external appearance of the dwellings

(iii) Landscaping

4.3.7 The proposal would be constructed on a former garage block within Rugeley. To
the south and abutting the site is some mature tree planting, some of which
benefits from a tree protection order (TPO). These tpo’d trees are outside the
application site but given this designation, the applicant has submitted a Tree
Survey Report as well as an amended layout drawing with which to inform the
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submission. The amended layout shows existing rear walls of garages together
with the two end walls retained as a boundary wall to the curtilage of the new
dwelling at a height of around 1.8 metres including new brick capping. Tree
protection fencing in accordance with BS 5837;2012 as shown in Figure 2
Section 6.2 of BSI Standards Publication "Trees in Relation to Design,
Demolition and Construction Recommendations" will be provided. This
protective fencing will be placed along the boundary of the site and an
informative will be added to remind the applicant that these trees are protected
and due care needs to be taken throughout the development process. The two
nearest trees the hawthorn and oak are shown on the location plan, retaining the
end wall of the garage block in addition to the rear wall will ensure that there will
be no need for any excavations near to the embankment. The car parking
spaces have been repositioned to be at right angles to the lane instead of
parallel to it. The Landscape Officer has no objections to the proposal but
recommends the imposition of a number of conditions should permission be
granted.

4.3.8 The application site is accessed by car from Flaxley Road and by foot from
Durham Drive. 2 parking spaces would be provided at the front and a front and
rear garden area forms part of this proposal. The site itself is narrower than
surrounding sites but there are several bungalows along the entirety of Essex
Road which runs perpendicular to Durnham Drive and so a chalet bungalow in
this location would not be out of character with dwellings in the surrounding
residential area. The plot already has 6 garages on it and although of a lower
height these garages have more floor space than the proposed dwelling and
appear run down in this residential area. The proposed dwelling would be of a
high quality design and appropriate scale and therefore would not appear unduly
incongruous in terms of the relationship with the nearby dwellings.

4.3.9 Having taken all of the above into account, in respect to the proposed dwelling, it
is noted that it would sit within a residential location nearby a recently
constructed modern dwelling located on a corner garden plot on Flaxley Road.
There is another recent proposal on the corner of Davy Place and Flaxley Road
which is going to the January 13th Planning Committee with a recommendation
for approval. This proposal would also entail demolishing an existing garage
block. It is against this context that this proposal would be viewed.

4.3.10 The proposed dwelling would be constructed out of materials reflective of this
location which is considered appropriate and would be secured via condition. It
is considered the erection of a chalet bungalow in this particular location would,
on balance, visually improve the streetscene.

4.3.11 Therefore, having had regard to Policy CP3 of the Local Plan and the above
mentioned paragraphs of the NPPF it is considered that the proposal would be
well-related to existing buildings and their surroundings, successfully integrate
with existing features of amenity value, maintain a strong sense of place and
visually attractive such that it would be acceptable in respect to its impact on the
character and form of the area.

4.4. Impact on Residential Amenity

4.4.1 Policy CP3 of the Local Plan states that the following key requirements of high
quality design will need to addressed in development proposals and goes onto
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include [amongst other things] the protection of the "amenity enjoyed by existing
properties". This is supported by the guidance as outlined in Appendix B of the
Design SPD which sets out guidance in respect to space about dwellings and
garden sizes.

4.4.2 Paragraph 127(f) of the NPPF states that planning policies and decisions should
ensure that developments [amongst other things] create places with a high
standard of amenity for existing and future users.

4.4.3 In general the Design SPD sets out guidance for space about dwellings, stating
that for normal two storey to two storey relationships there should be a minimum
distance of 21.3m between principal elevations (front to front and rear to rear)
and 12m between principal elevations and side elevations.  Furthermore, the
Design SPD sets out minimum rear garden areas, recommending 40-44sqm for
1 or 2 bed dwellings, 65sqm for 3 bed dwellings and 80sqm for 4 bed dwellings.

4.4.4 However, it should always be taken into account that these distances are in the
nature of guidance. When applying such guidance consideration should be given
to the angle of views, off-sets and changes in levels.

4.4.5 The layout plan shows the proposed dwellings constructed to the side of the
dwellings within ‘Durnham Way’ at a distance of approx. 3m. The proposed
dwellings would be orientated to reflect the buildings within ‘Durnham Way’ with
principle elevations facing to the south and north. There would be no principle
windows in the side elevations of the proposed dwellings that would overlook the
properties within ‘Durnham Way’.

4.4.6 The Design SPD requires a separation distance of 13.7m between side
elevation and rear elevations. In this instance, it is noted that the proposed
dwellings would be approx. 24m from the rear elevation of dwellings on Uplands
Green which exceeds the distance specified within the Design SPD.  Dwellings
on Davy Place are approx. 34m from the rear elevation of the proposed over a
well screened boundary. It is noted that a dormer window is proposed for the
rear elevation of the proposed dwelling but due to the above this would not have
a detrimental effect on these neighbouring dwellings for the above reasons.

4.4.7 The proposed dwelling would not give rise to any significant overlooking or affect
the amenity space of any neighbouring property.

4.4.9 With regard to the proposed dwelling, the amenity space to the rear would
provide a minimum of 50m² of private garden space. The Design SPD requires
an area of 40 to 44m² per 2 bedroom dwelling and at least 2 parking spaces per
dwelling would also be provided both of which are over and above that required
within the Design SPD.

4.4.11 Given the above, overall, the proposed development would comply with the
Council’s Design SPD in terms of protecting the amenity of existing occupiers as
well as any future occupiers of the site.

4.5 Impact on Highway Safety

4.5.1 Paragraph 109 of NPPF states that development should only be prevented or
refused on highway grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on
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highway safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would be
severe adding at paragraph 110: -

Within this context, applications for development should:

a) give priority first to pedestrian and cycle movements, both within the
scheme and with neighbouring areas; and second – so far as possible
to facilitating access to high quality public transport, with layouts that
maximise the catchment area for bus or other public transport services,
and appropriate facilities that encourage public transport use;

b) address the needs of people with disabilities and reduced mobility in
relation to all modes of transport;

c) create places that are safe, secure and attractive – which minimise the
scope for conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles, avoid
unnecessary street clutter, and respond to local character and design
standards;

d) allow for the efficient delivery of goods, and access by service and
emergency vehicles; and

e) be designed to enable charging of plug-in and other ultra-low emission
vehicles in safe, accessible and convenient locations.

4.5.2 In order to achieve the above requirements paragraph 111 of the NPPF goes on
to state: -

‘All developments that will generate significant amounts of movement
should be required to provide a travel plan, and the application should be
supported by a transport statement or transport assessment so that the
likely impacts of the proposal can be assessed.’

4.5.3 In this respect Staffordshire County Highways Department were consulted on
the proposal and raised no objections subject to a condition. As such, it is
concluded that the proposal would not result in an unacceptable impact on
highway safety.

4.6 Impact on Nature Conservation Interests

4.6.1 The application site is not subject to any formal or informal nature conservation
designation and is not known to support any species that are given special
protection or which are of particular conservation interest.

4.6.2 As such the site is not known to have significant ecological value and therefore
no obvious direct harm to nature conservation interests is considered to result.

4.6.3 Under Policy CP13 development will not be permitted where it would be likely to
lead directly or indirectly to an adverse effect upon the integrity of the European
Site network and the effects cannot be mitigated.  Furthermore, in order to retain
the integrity of the Cannock Chase Special Area of Conservation (SAC) all
development within Cannock Chase District that leads to a net increase in
dwellings will be required to mitigate adverse impacts. There is a net increase of
1 dwelling such that SAC mitigation contributions are required. Such
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contributions will be secured by CIL where applicable to the development. In this
instance however, the applicant has indicated that the proposed dwellings would
be self build and would therefore be CIL exempt. As such, the proposed
development would require a S106 agreement for SAC mitigation.

4.6.4 Given the above it is considered that the proposal would not have a significant
adverse impact on nature conservation interests either on, or off, the site.  In this
respect the proposal would not be contrary to Policies CP3, CP12 and CP13 of
the Local Plan and the NPPF.

Impacts of Cannock Chase Special Area of Conservation

4.6.5 Under Policy CP13 development will not be permitted where it would be likely to
lead directly or indirectly to an adverse effect upon the integrity of the European
Site network and the effects cannot be mitigated.  Furthermore, in order to retain
the integrity of the Cannock Chase Special Area of Conservation (SAC) all
development within Cannock Chase District that leads to a net increase in
dwellings will be required to mitigate adverse impacts.  The proposal would lead
to a net increase in dwellings and therefore is required to mitigate its adverse
impact on the SAC.  Such mitigation would be in the form of a contribution
towards the cost of works on the SAC and this is provided through CIL.  It is
noted that a self build exemption has been sought in respect to CIL and
therefore a S106 agreement to secure SAC mitigation would be required.

4.7 Drainage and Flood Risk

4.7.1 In this respect it is noted that paragraph 155 of the NPPF states  'inappropriate
development in areas at risk of flooding should be avoided by directing
development away from areas at highest risk (whether existing or future)' adding
'where development is necessary in such areas, the development should be
made safe for its lifetime without increasing flood risk elsewhere'.

4.7.2 The site is located in Flood Zone 1 on the Environment Agency's Flood Zone
Maps. The applicant has indicated the means of drainage would be via a
soakaway for storm drainage and new foul drainage to existing. Severn Trent
was consulted on the application and raised no objection to the proposal.

4.7.3 Given the above, it is considered that the proposal would be acceptable with
regard to drainage and flood-risk and would not exacerbate the existing
problems in accordance with paragraph 155 of the NPPF.

4.8 Mineral Safeguarding

4.8.1 The site falls within a Mineral Safeguarding Area (MSAs) for Coal and Fireclay.
Paragraph 206, of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and Policy 3
of the Minerals Local Plan for Staffordshire (2015 – 2030), both aim to protect
mineral resources from sterilisation by other forms of development.

4.8.2 Policy 3.2 of the new Minerals Local Plan states that:

‘Within a Mineral Safeguarding Area, non-mineral development except for those
types of development set out in Appendix 6, should not be permitted until the
prospective developer has produced evidence prior to determination of the
planning application to demonstrate:
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a) the existence, the quantity, the quality and the value of the underlying or
adjacent mineral resource; and

b) that proposals for non-mineral development in the vicinity of permitted
mineral sites or mineral site allocations would not unduly restrict the
mineral operations.

4.8.3 The application site is located within an area identified within the Local Plan  as
a Mineral Safeguarding Area. Notwithstanding this, the advice from Staffordshire
County Council as the Mineral Planning Authority does not require consultation
on the application as the site falls within the development boundary of an urban
area and is not classified as a major application.

4.9 Waste and Recycling Facilities

4.9.1 Policy CP16(1) (e) 'Climate Change and Sustainable Resource Use' of the
Cannock Chase Local Plan states that development should contribute to
national and local waste reduction and recycling targets according to the waste
hierarchy'. One of the ways of achieving this is by ensuring development can be
adequately serviced by waste collection services and that appropriate facilities
are incorporated for bin collection points (where required).

4.9.2 The proposed dwelling would be sited within close proximity to existing dwellings
and within a residential located where bins are already collected by the Local
Authority.

4.10 Ground Conditions and Contamination

4.10.1 Planning policies and decisions should ensure that:

(a) a site is suitable for its proposed use taking account of ground conditions
and any risks arising from land instability and contamination. This includes
risks arising from natural hazards or former activities such as mining, and
any proposals for mitigation including land remediation (as well as potential
impacts on the natural environment arising from that remediation);

(b) after remediation, as a minimum, land should not be capable of being
determined as contaminated land under Part IIA of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990; and

(c)  adequate site investigation information, prepared by a competent person, is
available to inform these assessments.

4.11.2 Where a site is affected by contamination or land stability issues, responsibility
for securing a safe development rests with the developer and/or landowner.

4.11.3 The site is located in a general area in which Coal Authority consider to be a
development low risk area. As such, the Coal Authority does not require
consultation on the application.

4.11.4 The Council’s Environmental Health Officer was consulted on the application
and raised no object to the proposal in principle. However, given the site has
been occupied by garages for some time, and has the potential for
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contamination from hydrocarbons and asbestos a condition for site investigation
works has been recommended.

4.12 Other Comments

4.12.1 Rugeley Town Council objected to the proposal for reasons of Overdevelopment
of the site in an area already heavily developed but as the report above lays out
the amount of development on the existing site is more than the proposed
development. Also as explained in the report above the proposal would not be
out of character in this residential area of varied design and would not have a
detrimental impact on neighbouring amenity or the amenity of any future
occupiers.

5 Human Rights Act 1998 and Equalities Act 2010

Human Rights Act 1998

5.1 The proposals set out in this report are considered to be compatible with the
Human Rights Act 1998. The recommendation to approve the application
accords with the adopted policies in the Development Plan which aims to
secure the proper planning of the area in the public interest.

Equalities Act 2010

5.2 It is acknowledged that age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and
maternity, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation are protected
characteristics under the Equality Act 2010.

By virtue of Section 149 of that Act in exercising its planning functions the
Council must have due regard to the need to:

Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited;

Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;

Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it

It is therefore acknowledged that the Council needs to have due regard to the
effect of its decision on persons with protected characteristics mentioned.

Such consideration has been balanced along with other material planning
considerations and it is considered that the proposal is acceptable in respect to
the requirements of the Act.  Having had regard to the particulars of this case
officers consider that the proposal would not conflict with the aim of the
Equalities Act.
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6 Conclusion

6.1 In respect to all matters of acknowledged interest and policy tests it is
considered that the proposal, subject to the attached conditions, would not result
in any significant harm to acknowledged interests and is therefore considered to
be in accordance with the Development Plan.

6.2 It is therefore recommended that the application be approved subject to the
attached conditions.
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Application No:  CH/20/369 

Location:  41 Sparrowhawk Way, Cannock, WS11 7JW 

Proposal:  Single storey rear extension 
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Existing Floor Plan and Elevations 
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Proposed Elevations 
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Proposed Floor Plan 
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Contact Officer: David Spring
Telephone No: Remote Working

Planning Control Committee
27 January 2021

Application No: CH/20/369

Received: 20-Oct-2020

Location: 41 Sparrowhawk Way, Cannock, WS11 7JW

Parish: Heath Hayes

Ward: Hawks Green

Description: Single storey bedroom and wet room extension

Application Type: Full Planning Application

Recommendations: Approve Subject to Conditions

Reason(s) for Recommendation:

In accordance with paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy Framework the Local
Planning Authority has worked with the applicant in a positive and proactive manner to
approve the proposed development, which accords with the Local Plan and the
National Planning Policy Framework.

Conditions (and Reasons for Conditions):

1. The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than
the expiration of three years beginning with the date on which this permission is
granted.

Reason

To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town & Country Planning
Act 1990.

2. The materials to be used for the external surfaces of the development shall be of
the same as those listed in the application form which match the existing
building.

Reason
In the interests of visual amenity and to ensure compliance with Local Plan
Policies CP3, CP15, CP16, RTC3 (where applicable) and the NPPF.

3. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans:
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Location Plan, Drawing No. EBC.103.20.004, EBC.103.20.003,
EBC.103.20.002, Block Plan

Reason
For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

Notes to the Developer:

The proposed development lies within a coal mining area which may contain
unrecorded coal mining related hazards.  If any coal mining feature is encountered
during development, this should be reported immediately to the Coal Authority on 0345
762 6848.

Further information is also available on the Coal Authority website at:

www.gov.uk/government/organisations/the-coal-authority

Consultations and Publicity

External Consultations:

Heath Hayes & Wimblebury Parish Council

Object to the proposal for reasons of over intensive development

Internal Consultations

Environmental Health

No comments or concerns

Response to Publicity

No letters of objection

Relevant Planning History

CH/03/0860: Residential development. Res Mat - Approved with Conditions
03/04/2004

CH/04/0604: Entrance feature Full - Approval with Conditions 10/20/2004

CH/99/0109 Residential development. Outline-Approval With Conditions
10/24/2003.

1 Site and Surroundings

1.1 The application property comprises a 2 storey linked dwelling sited in a modern
residential estate in Cannock. The dwelling is linked at 1st floor only to No. 39 to
the North with the ground floor area used as a car port. The dwelling is
constructed of salmon-orange brick under a tiled roof with white UPVc doors and
windows.
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1.2 Sparrow Hawk Way is a residential cul de sac to the east of the A460 and just to
the north of the A5190 (Lichfield Road). The host dwelling is orientated with the
front elevation adjacent to a turning head and the private garden off the rear
elevation behind a 2m high brick wall. The site is open fronted with the 2m high
wall of the southern boundary beginning at the southern corner of the rear
elevation. The car port on the northern side of the dwelling accommodates two
vehicles.

1.3 The application site is bound to the northern side and rear by dwellings. The
turning head within Sparrow Hawk Way gives way to a landscape buffer and
Lichfield Road to the south.

1.4 Nearby dwellings are mixtures of semi-detached and other linked dwellings of a
similar design as the application property.

1.5 The application site is designated by the Coal Authority as being within the low
risk boundary and within a site investigation boundary and Mineral Safeguarding
Area.

2 Proposal

2.1 The applicant is seeking consent for the erection of a single storey extension to
the rear.

2.2 The proposed extension would have an irregular shape and follow the northern
rear boundary for much of its depth. It would measure 5.8m in depth and have a
maximum width of 6.5m. The proposed extension would comprise of a near flat
roof with a door on both the Southern and Northern side elevation. A bathroom
window is proposed for the northern elevation and a larger window for the
southern elevation. The height would be constructed to 2.7m.

2.3 The extension would be constructed from brickwork to reflect the host dwelling
and glazing.

2.4 The remaining amenity as a result of this proposal would be approx. 65sqm in
the rear garden area.

3 Planning Policy

3.1 Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires
planning applications to be determined in accordance with the provisions of the
Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

3.2 The Development Plan currently comprises the Cannock Chase Local Plan
(2014) and the Minerals Local Plan for Staffordshire (2015 – 2030).  Relevant
policies within the Local Plan include: -

CP1 - Strategy – the Strategic Approach

CP3 - Chase Shaping – Design

3.3 Relevant Policies within the mineral plan include:
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3.2 Safeguarding Minerals

3.4 National Planning Policy Framework

3.5 The NPPF (2019) sets out the Government’s position on the role of the
planning system in both plan-making and decision-taking. It states that the
purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development, in economic, social and environmental terms, and it
states that there should be “presumption in favour of sustainable
development” and sets out what this means for decision taking.

3.6 The NPPF (2019) confirms the plan-led approach to the planning system and
that decisions must be made in accordance with the Development Plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.

3.7 Relevant paragraphs within the NPPF include paragraphs: -

8: Three dimensions of Sustainable Development

11-14: The Presumption in favour of Sustainable
Development

47-50: Determining Applications

124, 127, 128, 130: Achieving Well-Designed Places

212, 213 Implementation

3.8 Other relevant documents include: -

Design Supplementary Planning Document, April 2016.

4 Determining Issues

4.1 The determining issues for the proposed development include:-

i) Principle of development

ii) Design and impact on the character and form of the area

iii) Impact on residential amenity.

iv) Drainage and Flood Risk

v) Mineral Safeguarding

vi) Ground Conditions and Contamination

vii)      Impact on Highway Safety

4.2 Principle of the Development

4.2.1 The proposal is for the erection of a single storey extension to the rear of the
main dwelling. In this instance, the application site is sited within a modern
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residential area located within Cannock. The site is unallocated and
undesignated within the Local Plan. As such, it is considered that the principle of
development is acceptable subject to the considerations below.

4.3 Design and the Impact on the Character and Form of the Area

4.3.1 In respect to issues in relation to design Policy CP3 of the Local Plan requires
that, amongst other things, developments should be: -

(i) well-related to existing buildings and their surroundings in terms of layout,
density, access, scale appearance, landscaping and materials;

4.3.2 Relevant policies within the NPPF in respect to design and achieving well-
designed places include paragraphs 124, 127, 128 and 130.  Paragraph 124
makes it clear that the creation of high quality buildings and places is
fundamental to what the planning and development process should achieve.

4.3.3 Paragraph 127 of the NPPF, in so much as it relates to impacts on the character
of an area goes on to state: -

Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments:

a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for
the short term but over the lifetime of the development;

b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and
appropriate and effective landscaping;

c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the
surrounding built environment and landscape setting, while not
preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or change (such as
increased densities);

d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement of
streets, spaces, building types and materials to create attractive,
welcoming and distinctive places to live, work and visit;

4.3.4 Paragraph 130 states planning permission should be refused for development of
poor design that fails to take the opportunities available for improving the
character and quality of an area and the way it functions, taking into account any
local design standards or style guides in plans or supplementary planning
documents. Conversely, where the design of a development accords with clear
expectations in plan policies, design should not be used by the decision taker as
a valid reason to object to development.

4.3.5 In this respect it is noted that Appendix B of the Design SPD sets out clear
expectations and guidance in respect to extensions to dwellings.

4.3.6 The proposed extension is of an irregular design and style but is typical in terms
of scale for a domestic extension. The proposed extension comprises of a
modern near flat roof extension which would not reflect the pitched roof over the
main dwelling.  However, the extension is at the rear and of a typical domestic
extension commonly found on residential properties often built under permitted
development rights (which could potentially have a larger depth). Furthermore,
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the proposed extension would be to the rear of the host dwelling and would be,
for the majority, screened from the private drive by existing buildings and
boundary treatments.

4.3.7 Proposed materials are smooth faced render coloured to match existing
brickwork and would blend well with the existing dwelling.

4.3.8 Therefore, having had regard to Policy CP3 of the Local Plan and the above
mentioned paragraphs of the NPPF it is considered that subject to the attached
conditions the proposal would be, on balance, acceptable.

4.4 Impact on Residential Amenity

4.4.1 Policy CP3 of the Local Plan states that the following key requirements of high
quality design will need to addressed in development proposals and goes onto
include [amongst other things] the protection of the "amenity enjoyed by existing
properties".  This is supported by the guidance as outlined in Appendix B of the
Design SPD which sets out guidance in respect to space about dwellings and
garden sizes.

4.4.2 Paragraph 127(f) of the NPPF states that planning policies and decisions should
ensure that developments [amongst other things] create places with a high
standard of amenity for existing and future users.

4.4.3 In terms of the neighbouring properties, No.39 Sparrow Hawk Way is located to
the side of the host dwelling, separated by a car port but linked at 1st floor. No
objections were received from any neighbouring occupier. The proposed would
be 1.2m from the shared boundary which consists of a 1.8m high closed
boarded fence. This plus the proposed roof which would be nearly flat and have
a height of 2.7m dropping to 2.5m at the rear. This roof and separation distance
would be sufficient to allow light to filter through to the amenity space of No.39. It
is also noted that the proposed would have a door and bathroom window on this
northern side elevation. This door would be 2.4m from the 1.8m high boundary
and the bathroom window would be obscure glazed by condition which would
limit any overlooking or loss of privacy to this neighbouring dwelling.

4.4.4 Although of an irregular shape the proposed extension is of a typical size and
scale of a domestic extension and is therefore unlikely to attract significant noise
disturbance over and above that which already exists within the residential
curtilage. No other neighbour would be potentially impacted by this proposed
extension.

4.4.5 As such, the proposal would be read against a residential backdrop within a
residential location and would not be out of character with the surroundings.

4.4.6 As such, given the above paragraphs, the proposed extension is considered to
accord with the requirements of Policy CP3 of the Cannock Chase Local Plan
and they meet the requirements of the Council's Design SPD.

4.5 Drainage and Flood Risk

4.5.1 The site is located in Flood Zone 1 on the Environment Agency's Flood Zone
Maps.  In this instance, the host dwelling already exists with the development
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extending to the side.  As such, the proposal would not create additional flood
risk over and above the current situation.

4.6 Mineral Safeguarding

4.6.1 The site falls within a Mineral Safeguarding Area (MSAs).  Paragraph 206, of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and Policy 3 of the Minerals Local
Plan for Staffordshire (2015 – 2030), both aim to protect mineral resources from
sterilisation by other forms of development.

4.6.2 The application site is located within a Mineral Safeguarding Area.
Notwithstanding this, the advice from Staffordshire County Council as the
Mineral Planning Authority does not require consultation on the application as
the site falls within the development boundary of an urban area and is not
classifies as a major application.

4.6.3 As such, the proposal would not prejudice the aims of the Minerals Local Plan.

4.7. Ground Conditions and Contamination

4.7.1 The site is located in a general area in which Coal Authority consider to be a
development low risk area. As such, the Coal Authority does not require
consultation on the application.

4.8 Impact on Highway Safety

4.8.1 Paragraph 109 of NPPF states that development should only be prevented or
refused on highway grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on
highway safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would
be severe.

4.8.2 An additional bedroom is proposed but there would continue to be adequate off-
street parking space to serve the development and prevent over-spill parking
into the public highway. The access arrangements would otherwise be as
existing, and no unacceptable harm is anticipated to highway safety or amenity.

4.9 Other Comments

4.9.1 As mentioned Parish Council have objected to the proposal for reasons of
overdevelopment but have not stated whether this results in any harm. The
above report elaborates on residential amenity in terms of overlooking,
overshadowing, any potential overbearing or loss of outlook as a result of this
proposal. The resulting amenity space would be sufficient for a dwelling of this
size and any future occupiers.

4.9.2 To put the above into perspective it should be noted that under permitted
development rights subject to certain caveats out buildings that are incidental to
the enjoyment of a dwellinghouse are allowed to cover up to 50% of the garden
area.
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5 Human Rights Act 1998 and Equalities Act 2010

Human Rights Act 1998

5.1 The proposals set out in this report are considered to be compatible with the
Human Rights Act 1998. The recommendation to approve the application
accords with the adopted policies in the Development Plan which aims to secure
the proper planning of the area in the public interest.

Equalities Act 2010

5.2 It is acknowledged that age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and
maternity, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation are protected
characteristics under the Equality Act 2010.

By virtue of Section 149 of that Act in exercising its planning functions the
Council must have due regard to the need to:

Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited;

Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;

Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it

It is therefore acknowledged that the Council needs to have due regard to the
effect of its decision on persons with protected characteristics mentioned.

Such consideration has been balanced along with other material planning
considerations and applies in this proposal which is being funded through a
disabled facility grant. It is considered that the proposal is acceptable in respect
to the requirements of the Act.  Having had regard to the particulars of this case
officers consider that the proposal would not conflict with the aim of the
Equalities Act.

6 Conclusion

6.1 In respect to all matters of acknowledged interest and policy tests it is
considered that the proposal, subject to the attached conditions, would not result
in any significant harm to acknowledged interests and is therefore considered to
be in accordance with the Development Plan.

6.2 It is therefore recommended that the application be approved subject to the
attached conditions.
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Application No:  CH/20/373 

Location:  54, New Penkridge Road, Cannock, WS11 1HW 

Proposal:  Erection of 2 no 2-bed dormer bungalows as an 

 amendment to approved plan (CH/17/243) - Plots 5&6 
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Location and Block Plan 
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Proposed Layout Plan 
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Proposed Layout Plan with Materials  
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Proposed Levels Plan 
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Proposed Floor Plans and Elevations 
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Contact Officer: Audrey Lewis

Telephone No: 01543 464528

Planning Control Committee

27 January 2021

Application No: CH/20/373

Received: 21-Oct-2020

Location: 54, New Penkridge Road, Cannock, WS11 1HW

Parish: Non Parish Area

Ward: Cannock West

Description: Erection of 2 no 2-bed dormer bungalows as an amendment
to approved plan (CH/17/243) - Plots 5&6

Application Type: Full Planning Application

Recommendations: Approve Subject to Conditions

Reason(s) for Recommendation:

In accordance with paragraphs (186-187) of the National Planning Policy Framework
the Local Planning Authority has worked with the applicant in a positive and proactive
manner to approve the proposed development, which accords with the Local Plan and/
or the National Planning Policy Framework.

Conditions (and Reasons for Conditions):

1. The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than the
expiration of three years beginning with the date on which this permission is
granted.

Reason
To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town & Country Planning Act
1990.

2. No materials shall be used for the external surfaces of the development other than
those specified on the application.

Reason
In the interests of visual amenity and to ensure compliance with Local Plan Policies
CP3, CP15, CP16, RTC3 (where applicable) and the NPPF.
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3. No trees or hedges shown as retained on Tree Protection Plan dated 13 June
2017, shall be cut down, topped, lopped, uprooted or removed without the prior
written permission of the Local Planning Authority nor shall they be wilfully
damaged or destroyed.

Any trees or hedges which, within a period of 5 years from completion of the
development are cut down, topped, lopped or uprooted without permission of the
Local Planning Authority or become seriously damaged or diseased or die shall be
replaced in the next planting season with similar size and species unless the Local
Planning Authority gives written consent to any variation.

Reason
The existing vegetation makes an important contribution to the visual amenity of
the area. In accordance with Local Plan Policies CP3, CP14, CP12 and the NPPF.

4. Prior to the commencement of any construction or site preparation works including
any actions likely to interfere with the biological function of the retained trees and
hedges, approved protective fencing  shall be erected in the positions shown on
the approved Tree & Hedge Protection layout Tree Protection Plan dated 13 June
2017. (pursuant to Condition 3  above shall be erected to the approved layout).

Within the enclosed area known as the Tree Protection Zone, no work will be
permitted without the written consent of the Local Planning Authority. No storage of
material, equipment or vehicles will be permitted within this zone. Service routes
will not be permitted to cross the Tree Protection Zones unless written consent of
the Local Planning Authority is obtained. The Tree Protection Zone will be
maintained intact and the vegetation within maintained until the cessation of all
construction works or until the Local Planning Authority gives written consent for
variation.

Reason
To ensure the retention and protection of the existing vegetation which makes an
important contribution to the visual amenity of the area. In accordance with Local
Plan Policies CP3, CP12, CP14 and the NPPF.

5. No part of the development hereby approved shall commence until a scheme
detailing the external environment-landscape, including planting, fencing, walls,
surface treatment & construction details for the site has been submitted to and
approved by the Local Planning Authority. The details shall be in the form as
specified in Annex C of the Supplementary Planning Guidance 'Trees, Landscape
and Development'.

Reason
In the interest of visual amenity of the area and in accrdance with Local Plan
Policies CP3, CP12, CP14 and the NPPF.

6. The approved landscape works approved in Condition 5  shall be carried out in the
first planting and seeding season following the occupation of any buildings or the
completion of the development whichever is the sooner. (pursuant to Condition 5
above)
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Reason
In the interest of visual amenity of the area. In accordance with Local Plan Policies
CP3, CP12, CP14 and the NPPF.

7. The development hereby permitted shall not be brought into use until the accesses
to the site within the limits of the public highway have been completed.

Reason
In the interest of highway safety and to comply with Staffordshire County Council
requirement for vehicular access crossings.  To comply with the principles set out
in the National Planning Policy Framework.

8. The development hereby permitted shall not be brought into use until the access
drive, parking and turning areas have been provided in accordance with the
approved plans.

Reason
In the interest of highway safety.  To comply with the principles set out in the
National Planning Policy Framework.

9. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking and re-
enacting that Order with or without modification), no development within Part 1 of
Schedule 2 to the Order shall be carried out without an express grant of planning
permission, from the Local Planning Authority, namely:

 The enlargement, improvement or other alteration of the dwellinghouse;

 The enlargement of the dwellinghouse consisting of an addition or alteration to
its roof;

 Any other alteration to the roof of the dwellinghouse;

 The erection or construction of a porch outside any external door of the
dwelling;

 The provision within the curtilage of the dwellinghouse of any building or
enclosure, swimming or other pool required for a purpose incidental to the
enjoyment of the dwellinghouse as such, or the maintenance, improvement or
other alteration of such a building or enclosure;

 The provision within the curtilage of the dwellinghouse of a hard surface for any
purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the dwellinghouse as such;

 The erection or provision within the curtilage of the dwellinghouse of a
container for the storage of oil for domestic heating; or

 The installation, alteration or replacement of a satellite antenna on the
dwellinghouse or within the curtilage of the dwellinghouse.
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Reason
The Local Planning Authority considers that such development would be likely to
adversely affect the amenity of neighbouring occupiers and the character of the
area. It is considered to be in the public interest to require an application to enable
the merits of any proposal to be assessed and to ensure compliance with Local
Plan Policy CP3 - Chase Shaping - Design and the NPPF.

10. No construction work or deliveries to the site shall be undertaken outside the hours
of 0800 to 1800 on weekdays and 0800 and 1300 on Saturdays or at any time on
Sundays, Bank or Public Holidays.

Reason
To protect the amenity of neighbouring occupiers.

11. The development hereby approved shall be carried out in accordance with the
mitigation detailed in Bat Assessment Report for bats and birds, dated 28
September 2016 and prepared by Ecolocation.

Reason
To compensate against the loss of bat roosting habitat as a result of the
development in accordance with Policy CP12 of the Cannock Chase Local Plan.

12. The dwellings hereby approved shall not be occupied until the scheme for the
provision bird nest boxes and bat roosts, as detailed in Bat Assessment Report
dated 28 September 2016, has been implemented in full.  The roost shall thereafter
be retained for the lifetime of the development unless otherwise approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason
To compensate against the loss of bat roosting habitat as a result of the
development in accordance with Policy CP12 of the Cannock Chase Local Plan.

13. The development hereby permitted shall not be occupied until the side facing
windows of Plots 5 & 6 indicated on the approved plan are obscure glazed.  The
window(s) shall be non-opening unless the parts of the window which can be
opened are more than 1.7m above the floor of the room in which the window is
installed.

Thereafter the window(s) will be retained and maintained as such for the life of the
development.

Reason
To ensure that the development does not give rise to overlooking of adjoining
property injurious to the reasonable privacy of the occupiers and to ensure
compliance with Local Plan Policies CP3 Chase Shaping - Design, and the NPPF.

14. Prior to commencement of development a scheme for the provision of bin storage
(a minimum of 2 No. 240L for each dwelling) and bin fencing details shall be
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority.  The scheme shall be
implemented in accordance with the approved details prior to occupation of the the
dwellings and retained as such for the lifetime of the development.
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Reason
To provide a necessary facility, in accordance with Local Plan Policy CP3.

15. No part of the development hereby approved shall be occupied until a scheme
detailing the external lighting for the rear couryard parking area for the site has
been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason
In the interest of visual amenity of the area and in accrdance with Local Plan
Policies CP3, CP12, CP14 and the NPPF.

16. The development hereby permitted shall not be commenced until such time as a
satisfactory foul and surface water design has been submitted to and approved in
writing, by the Local Planning Authority

This shall include:

Surface water drainage system(s) designed in accordance with the non-statutory
technical standards for sustainable drainage systems (DEFRA, March 2015).

Appropriate SuDS components to provide adequate water quality treatment and
a reduction  of discharge rates where possible.

Detailed design (plans, network details and calculations) in support of any
surface water drainage scheme, including details in any attenuation system, and
outfall arrangements. Calculations should demonstrate the performance of the
designed system for a range of return periods and storm durations inclusive of
the 1 in 1 year, 1in 2 year, 1in 30 year, 1 in 100 year and 1 in 100 year plus
climate change return periods.

Provision of an acceptable management and maintenance plan for the lifetime of
the development.  This shall include a schedule of required maintenance
activities and frequencies, and contact details for the organisation responsible
for carrying out these duties.

Finished floor levels to be set at a minimum of 150mm above surrounding
ground levels.

The scheme shall be fully implemented and subsequently maintained, in
accordance with the timing/ phasing arrangements embodied within the scheme
or within any other period as may be subsequently agreed, in writing, by the
Local Planning Authority.

Reason
To prevent flooding by ensuring the satisfactory storage of/ disposal of surface
water from the site.

17. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans:

Bat Assessment Report dated 28th September 2016.

Arboricultural Report dated 5 June 2017 & Tree Protection Plan dated 13 June
2017.
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Drg No.s PL-05-600, 601, 602, 603 & 604.

Reason
For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

Notes to the Developer:

Coal Mining Standing Advice

The proposed development lies within a coal mining area which may contain
unrecorded coal mining related hazards.  If any coal mining feature is encountered
during development, this should be reported immediately to the Coal Authority on 0345
762 6848.

Further information is also available on the Coal Authority website at:

www.gov.uk/government/organisations/the-coal-authority

Consultations and Publicity

External Consultations

Severn Trent Water Ltd

No comments.

Internal Consultations

Environmental Health

No objectons subject to imposition of the same conditions as per previous application
CH/17/243.

CIL Officer

The 2021 chargeable amount for the development would be £3,085.80.

Waste & Recycling

No comments received.

Strategic Housing

No comments received

Planning Policy

The site is in the Cannock urban area and it is not protected for a specific use on the
Local Plan (Part 1) Policies Map.

The Cannock Chase Local Plan (part 1) 2014 policy CP1 supports sustainable
development.
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The Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 was adopted more than five years ago; it
is therefore the subject of a review. This review is at an early stage in the process with
consultation on ‘Issues and Options’ being undertaken recently (May-July 2019).
Therefore limited weight can be afforded to it. The starting point for the determination of
planning applications remains the adopted development plan (Local Plan (Part 1).

If it is a market housing residential development scheme the proposal may be CIL
liable. If a net increase in dwellings is proposed the development may need to mitigate
its impacts upon the Cannock Chase SAC (Local Plan Part 1 Policy CP13). Should the
development be liable to pay CIL charges then this will satisfy the mitigation
requirements, as per Local Plan Part 1 Policy CP13, the Developer Contributions SPD
(2015) and the Council’s Guidance to Mitigate Impacts upon Cannock Chase SAC
(2017). However, should full exemption from CIL be sought then a Unilateral
Undertaking would be required to address impacts upon the Cannock Chase SAC in
accordance with the Councils policy/guidance. Any site specific requirements may be
addressed via a Section 106/278 if required, in accordance with the Developer
Contributions and Housing Choices SPD (2015) and the Council’s most up to date CIL
Infrastructure list.

Policy CP3 supports high standards of design of buildings and spaces within the
District and advocates appropriate design and cohesion with adjacent uses in new
development, including the protection of amenity. This includes addressing key
requirements of high quality design including complementing the character/appearance
of the local area and reinforcing local distinctiveness, be well related to existing
buildings in terms of density and landscaping, and successfully integrate with existing
landscape features.

The Design SPD should be consulted for specific guidance on appropriate design,
especially the Design Guidance for Mature Suburbs on p79 which specifically refers to
the New Penkridge Road area. This states that it is essential to maintain their
distinctive quality and character to maintain sustainable communities, and that the
lower density of these areas has led to development pressure, which can affect the
local character and amenity of them.

In summary the principle of development was granted under existing Planning
Permission CH/17/243, therefore the design and mass of the new proposal is the main
issue to be considered.

County Highways

No objection subject to conditions.

Response to Publicity

The application has been advertised by site notice and neighbour letter.  Three letters
of representation have been received on the following grounds:

 Our concerns are mainly on the position of the car parking spaces which will be
directly next to our garden fence.  This will cause noise, disruption and a lot of
exhaust fumes in a small area.
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 Adding another bungalow in to this area will increase the amount of cars on top
of what will be there already.

 Also in the applications that are being passed by the council our land is included.
This land is needed for main access to one of the semi detached houses at the
front. We are currently not in agreement with Craig Watts Homes on this piece of
land. They were hoping to be gifted the land which unfortunately will not be
happening. So they do not own the land for the properties to be built on.

 Concerns of the previous approval being increased in size and the height of the
windows to 2 dormer bungalows.

 Peaceful gardens at the rear of our house are now being replaced with a visible,
noisy, polluting, business car park with 6 new properties and 16 car parking
spaces.

 2 No. Dormer Bungalows further adds to the expansion in the quantity of
people/traffic which will be using this development. This new plan will not only
attract a younger market with children meaning even more people and more car
parking spaces being used with further noise from cars/vans, coming and going,
day and night impacting on our peace and sleep rather than a retired or elderly
market, but also will again reduce our privacy from the increased height from the
dormer windows in the property looking upon our garden removing our privacy.

 This site originally had 2 detached houses with rear gardens adjoining our
property. Not only is the expansion a potential further security risk to us, but as
our council rates reflect, this is a desirable area in Cannock and this further
expanding development will increasingly erode the value of our property which is
unacceptable to us.

 Already we have been subjected to the constant noise from the development
and the fencing at the back of all our houses being ripped apart from the newly
exposed landscape bringing cross winds and having to view the monstrosity of
such a vast development, which will be taking years to complete. But now we
have the proposal of taller windows looking directly into our garden, bedroom
and living room.

Relevant Planning History

1. CH/20/020   Non Material Amendment Pursuant to CH/17/243 - alteration to
width of houses  Approved    10/02/2020

2. CH/19/261   Alteration to vehicular access.   Full - Approval with conditions
27/08/2019

3. CH/17/243 Residential Development:- Erection of 4 No. 4 bed semi-detached
houses and 1 No. 2 bed detached bungalow with associated access, gates and
parking, together with the demolition of existing dwellings Nos. 54 & 56. Full -
Approval with conditions   07/03/2018

4. CH/90/0800 - residential development (one bungalow) approved subject to
conditions on 23 January 1991.
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5. CH/90/0449 - residential development (1 bungalow) refused by Committee on
17October 1990 for the following reason:

 In view of the relative siting of the proposed dwelling in relation to No. 56,
New Penkridge Road, the development will detract from the reasonable
enjoyment of the occupants of that dwelling house.

6. CH/88/010 - renewal of permission CH/40/85 for dwelling house on 10 February
1988.

1 Site and Surroundings

1.1 The application site comprises part of the rear garden area of No.56a New
Penkridge Road. The front of the site is under construction with the new
dwellings fronting onto New Penkridge Road largely completed that were
granted permission under CH/20/020.

1.2 The site slopes upwards gradually from east to west along New Penkridge Road.
There are a number of mature trees bordering the site, which are not subject to
Tree Preservation Orders.

1.3 No.56a is a modern bungalow comprising brick and pitched roof construction.  It
has a 9.5m length of rear garden remaining.

1.4 The site is located within the predominantly residential area of New Penkridge
Road, which is generally characterised by mature suburbs with large houses
standing in generous plots sporting mature trees and hedgerows.  However, the
site sits between the more established large houses and newer modern
detached houses to the east at No.s 48 & 50 New Penkridge Road.  To the
south and opposite the site, there are apartments in three storey blocks located
in Adam Court. The streetscene within this part of the street is therefore mixed in
terms of age and design of dwellings.

1.5 The site is approximately 750m from Cannock Town Centre and New Penkridge
Road is served by the Nos 21 and 75 bus routes giving access by public
transport to Longford Estate, Penkridge and Stafford.

1.6 The site is unallocated and undesignated in the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part
1).

2 Proposal

2.1 The proposal is for the erection of 2 No. 2 bedroom dormer bungalows as an
amendment to approved plan (CH/17/243) - Plots 5 & 6.

2.2 The submitted application differs from the past approval in that it alters Plot 5 – a
hipped roof design double fronted bungalow to a pair of semi bungalows with
velux windows located within the roof space.  The applicant has described the
proposal as dormer window bungalows on the application form, however, no
dormer windows are indicated on the detailed plan elevation, nor layouts with
theroof space being served by velux type windows. The applicant has confirmed
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that the height to the bottom of the velux window, as measured from the internal
first floor level, would be 1.45m.

2.3 The semi detached bungalows would have 2 No. parking spaces each and
private rear amenity areas of approx 60m2 each.

3 Planning Policy

3.1 Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires
planning applications to be determined in accordance with the provisions of the
Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

3.2 The Development Plan currently comprises the Cannock Chase Local Plan
(2014) and the Minerals Local Plan for Staffordshire (2015-2030).

3.3 Relevant paragraphs within the Local Plan include:

CP1-Strategy

CP2-Developer Contributions for Infrastructure

CP3 - Chase Shaping – Design

CP6 – Housing Land

CP7 – Housing Choice

CP13-Cannock Chase Special Area of Conservation (SAC)

3.4 There is Policy 3.2 within the Minerals Plan.

3.5 National Planning Policy Framework

3.6 The NPPF (2019) sets out the Government’s position on the role of the planning
system in both plan-making and decision-taking. It states that the purpose of the
planning system is to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development,
in economic, social and environmental terms, and it states that there should be
‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ and sets out what this
means for decision taking.

3.7 The NPPF (2019) confirms the plan-led approach to the planning system and
that decisions must be made in accordance with the Development Plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.

3.8 Relevant paragraphs within the NPPF include paragraphs:-

8: Three dimensions of Sustainable Development

11-14: The Presumption in favour of Sustainable Development

47-50: Determining Applications

124, 127, 128, 130: Achieving Well-Designed Places
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212, 213 Implementation

3.9 Other Relevant Documents

Design Supplementary Planning Document, April 2016.

Cannock Chase Local Development Framework Parking Standards, Travel
Plans and Developer Contributions for Sustainable Transport Supplementary
Planning Document (2005).

4 Determining Issues

4.1 The determining issues for the proposal are

(i) Principle of the development

(ii) Design and the impact on the character and form of the area

(iii) Impact on residential amenity

(iv) Impact on highway safety

(v) Impact upon the Special Area of Conservation

4.2 Principle of the Development

4.2.1 The principle of residential development within this location has been
established by the extant permission CH/17/243.

4.2.2 The following sections look at the potential impacts of the proposed submitted
changes from that approved by CH/17/243.

4.3 Design and the Impact on the Character and Form of the Area

4.3.1 Policy CP3 of the Local Plan states development proposals should successfully
integrate with existing trees, hedges and landscape features of amenity value
and employ measures to enhance biodiversity and green the built environment
with new planting designed to enhance local distinctiveness.

4.3.2 The site is located within the South and West Cannock Character Area, the
character of which is described in Appendix A of the Design SPD.  Key Local
Design Principles [amongst others] are that development should

 Safeguard/enhance ‘leafy character’ of New Penkridge Road area with
density of development, green views over and between buildings and
householder permitted development rights controlled as appropriate.
Promote retention and use of front garden boundary hedging to reinforce
‘leafy’ feel.

4.3.3 Specific Design Guidance for the ‘Mature Suburb’ of New Penkridge Road is
provided on pages 79-80 of the Design SPD.  Particular Key Features of the
character of this area are that: -
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 They usually consist of substantial houses and bungalows on large plots
within well established gardens along roads leading to the open countryside
of the Chase or Shoal Hill.

 The spacious nature and lower density of these areas has led to pressure for
intensification of development, particularly on the larger plots with impacts
on/loss of mature trees and shading effects on the new development itself.
Whilst such development can have benefits by increasing housing stock and
making efficient use of land, it can also affect local character, amenity and
privacy unless development is designed to be sympathetic to the main
features which makes these areas unique.

4.3.4 The previous scheme comprised Plot 5 located at the rear of the site to be
constructed as 1 No. two bedroom hipped roof double fronted bungalow.

4.3.5 The submitted scheme alters the building to be split to form 2 No. 2 bedroom
semis, which would occupy a similar footprint and siting to that of the previously
approved bungalow.  The design of the roof shape would be altered to a gable
end shape to include front and rear facing velux windows. The roof would be a
maximum height of 5m (3m to eaves) and would be mostly screened from the
streetscene by the proposed semis and existing bungalow at No.56a.  The
majority of the existing mature trees around the periphery of the site would be
retained and as such, would preserve the character and form of the area.

4.3.6 Given the above it is considered that the proposal would be well related to its
context and would not be contrary to Policy CP3 of the Cannock Chase Local
Plan, the guidance within the Design SPD and the Good Design section of the
NPPF.

4.4 Impact on Residential Amenity

4.4.1 A core planning principle is that planning should always seek to secure high
quality design and a good standard of amenity for all existing and future
occupants of land and buildings and this is accommodated within Policy CP3 of
the Local Plan and supported by the guidance for space about dwellings as
outlined in the Design SPD.

4.4.2 There have been neighbour objections received on the grounds of adverse
impact upon residential amenity, relating to noise from additional vehicular
traffic, privacy and overlooking.

4.4.3 The Environmental Protection Officer has no objections to the proposal subject
to imposition of the same conditions as per CH/17/243.  The proposed layout
would provide rear parking spaces, which would be located along the rear
garden boundaries, which is not dissimilar to that of the approved arrangement.
It is therefore considered that although the parking would be more intensive than
that of the previously approved layout, it would not significantly increase noise,
or disturbance to warrant a refusal, on that basis.

4.4.4 The proposal would occupy a similar footprint and scale to that of the extant
permission CH/17/243.  The proposed velux windows would not give rise to
overlooking, due to their siting within the roof slope and relative siting to the
neighbouring dwellings.  As such the facing distances between the habitable
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room windows of the existing and proposed dwellings would be broadly similar to
those approved by the extant permission CH/17/243.  As such, there would be
no significant adverse impact with regard to overlooking of the neighbouring
properties.

4.4.5 The proposed semi bungalows would have approx 60 sqm of rear garden space.
The Design SPD requires 40-44 sqm of amenity, therefore the proposed amenity
area of approx. 60 sqm would more than meet the guidance set out in the
Design SPD.

4.4.6 In this respect it is considered that the proposal would ensure that a good
standard of residential amenity could be attained for both future occupiers and
existing residents in accordance with Policy CP3 of the Cannock Chase Local
Plan, the Design SPD and the NPPF.

4.5 Impact on Highway Safety

4.5.1 There have been objections received on the grounds of off-street parking.

4.5.2 The proposal provides 2 No. spaces for each of the 2 No. two bedroom
bungalows.  This would meet the standards required by the Parking Standards
SPD.  In addition the Highway Officer has no objections to the amended
proposal.

4.5.3 Taking the above into consideration it is therefore concluded that the proposal is
acceptable in respect to parking, highway safety and capacity and therefore
accords with Policy CP3 of the Cannock Chase Local Plan and paragraph 32 of
the NPPF.

4.6 Impact upon the Special Area of Conservation (SAC)

4.6.1 The Council has a duty as a responsible authority under the Conservation of
Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (Habitat Regulations) to ensure that the
decisions it makes on planning application do not result in adverse effects on the
integrity of the Cannock Chase Special Area of Conservation (SAC), which has
internationally protected status under the Regulations for its unique heathland
habitat.  The financial requirement for SAC Mitigation will be included in the
calculation for the Community Infrastructure Levy.

4.6.2 Waste and Recycling Facilities

4.6.3 These can be provided subject to condition, as there is sufficient space within
the site for them to avoid potential obstruction of the public highway.

4.7 Mineral Safeguarding

4.7.1 The site falls within a Mineral Safeguarding Area.  Paragraph 206 of the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and Policy 3 of the Minerals Local Plan for
Staffordshire (2015-2030), both aim to protect mineral resources from
sterilisation by other forms of development.

4.7.2 Policy 3.2 of the Minerals Local Plan states that:
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Within a Mineral Safeguarding Area, non-mineral development except for   those
types of development set out in Appendix 6, should not be permitted until the
prospective developer has produced evidence prior to determination of the
planning application to demonstrate:

a) The existence, the quantity, the quality and the value of the underlying or
adjacent mineral resource; and

b) That proposals for non-mineral development in the vicinity of permitted
development sites or mineral site allocations would not unduly restrict the
mineral operations.

4.7.3 The application site is located within a Mineral Safeguarding Area.
Notwithstanding this, the advice from Staffordshire County Council as the
Mineral Planning Authority does not require consultation on the application as
the site falls within the development boundary of an urban area and is not
classified as a major application.

4.7.4 As such, the proposal would not prejudice the aims of the Minerals Local Plan.

4.8 Other Issues Raised by Objectors

4.8.1 The agent for the applicant has completed Certificate A and has confirmed that
the proposed development does not include land outside of the applicant’s
ownership.

5 Human Rights Act 1998 and Equalities Act 2010

Human Rights Act 1998

5.1 The proposals set out in this report are considered to be compatible with the
Human Rights Act 1998. The recommendation to approve the application
accords with the adopted policies in the Development Plan which aims to secure
the proper planning of the area in the public interest.

Equalities Act 2010

5.2 It is acknowledged that age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and
maternity, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation are protected
characteristics under the Equality Act 2010.

By virtue of Section 149 of that Act in exercising its planning functions the
Council must have due regard to the need to:

Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited;

Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;

Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it
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It is therefore acknowledged that the Council needs to have due regard to the
effect of its decision on persons with protected characteristics mentioned.

Such consideration has been balanced along with other material planning
considerations and it is considered that the proposal is acceptable in respect to
the requirements of the Act.  Having had regard to the particulars of this case
officers consider that the proposal would not conflict with the aim of the
Equalities Act.

6 Conclusion

6.1 In respect to all matters of acknowledged interest and policy tests it is
considered that the proposal, subject to the attached conditions, would not result
in any significant harm to acknowledged interests and is therefore considered to
be in accordance with the Development Plan.

6.2 It is therefore recommended that the application be approved subject to the
attached conditions.
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Application No:  CH/20/379 

Location:  17 Rochester Way, Heath Hayes, Cannock, WS12 3YH 

Proposal:  Garage single storey side extension 
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Plans and Elevations 
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Contact Officer: David Spring
Telephone No: Remote Working

Planning Control Committee
27 January 2021

Application No: CH/20/379

Received: 23-Oct-2020

Location: 17 Rochester Way, Heath Hayes, Cannock, WS12 3YH

Parish: Heath Hayes

Ward: Hawks Green

Description: Garage single storey side extension

Application Type: Full Planning Application

Recommendations: Approve Subject to Conditions

Reason(s) for Recommendation:

In accordance with paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy Framework the Local
Planning Authority has worked with the applicant in a positive and proactive manner to
approve the proposed development, which accords with the Local Plan and the
National Planning Policy Framework.

Conditions (and Reasons for Conditions):

1. The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later  than the
expiration of three years beginning with the date on which this permission is
granted.

Reason
To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town & Country Planning Act
1990.

2. The materials to be used for the external surfaces of the development shall be of
the same type, colour and texture as those used on the existing building.

Reason
In the interests of visual amenity and to ensure compliance with Local Plan Policies
CP3, CP15, CP16, RTC3 (where applicable) and the NPPF.

3. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans:

Drawing No. 2520-01 Rev A
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Reason
For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

4. The development hereby approved shall not be commenced until a Structural
Engineers Report, to look at any potential instability of the adjacent public highway
and its remediation, is provided and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.  The development shall thereafter take place in accordance with the
recommendations of the Structural Report

Reason
To ensure the integrity of the existing footpath and all street furniture along the
south-western boundary.

Notes to the Developer:

The proposed development lies within a coal mining area which may contain
unrecorded coal mining related hazards.  If any coal mining feature is encountered
during development, this should be reported immediately to the Coal Authority on 0345
762 6848.

Further information is also available on the Coal Authority website at:

www.gov.uk/government/organisations/the-coal-authority

Consultations and Publicity

External Consultations

Heath Hayes & Wimblebury Parish Council

Object to this application due to over development of site and will not stay in line with
surrounding houses. There was a garage on left hand side of the building which has
been converted into a domestic room which still has the drive leading to it. The
extension to the right hand side of the property would be parallel and next to existing
public footpath. It will also impact on existing street furniture ie Street sign, grit bin and
lamppost. I would recommend a site visit from CCDC Planning Committee.

SCC Highways

No objections

Internal Consultations

None

Response to Publicity

The application has been advertised by site notice and neighbour letter.  No letters of
representation have been received.

Relevant Planning History

None relevant
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1 Site and Surroundings

1.1 The application site is comprised of a detached 2 storey dwelling on the corner
of Rochester Way and Truro Place. The dwelling is constructed of red brick
under a tiled roof with white upvc doors and windows. The site is open fronted
and also has no front side boundary. There is hardstanding at the front sufficient
for 3 vehicles.

1.2 Dwellings in the nearby surrounding area are mostly 2 storey detached dwellings
of a similar size and design. Most have integral garages. The application
property had an integral garage but this was converted to habitable space.

2 Proposal

2.1 The Applicant is seeking consent for a garage single storey side extension.
Amended plans were received on 4th December which reduced the size of the
garage and brought it back 1m from the front elevation. The garage would
measure 3.1m in width by 7.4m in depth. A pitched roof is proposed which would
have a ridge and eave height of 4m and 2.2m respectively. A retaining wall is
proposed for the western side boundary to the rear of the garage and the
proposed garage wall is to be designed to retain the back of the footpath to
structural engineers’ details.

2.2 Proposed materials would be to match the existing dwelling.

3 Planning Policy

3.1 Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires
planning applications to be determined in accordance with the provisions of the
Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

3.2 The Development Plan currently comprises the Cannock Chase Local Plan
(2014) and the Minerals Local Plan for Staffordshire (2015 – 2030).  Relevant
policies within the Local Plan include: -

CP1 - Strategy – the Strategic Approach

CP3 - Chase Shaping – Design

3.3 National Planning Policy Framework

3.4 The NPPF (2019) sets out the Government’s position on the role of the
planning system in both plan-making and decision-taking. It states that the
purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development, in economic, social and environmental terms, and it
states that there should be “presumption in favour of sustainable
development” and sets out what this means for decision taking.

3.5 The NPPF (2019) confirms the plan-led approach to the planning system and
that decisions must be made in accordance with the Development Plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.
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3.6 Relevant paragraphs within the NPPF include paragraphs: -

8: Three dimensions of Sustainable Development

11-14: The Presumption in favour of Sustainable
Development

47-50: Determining Applications

124, 127, 128, 130: Achieving Well-Designed Places

212, 213 Implementation

3.7 Other relevant documents include: -

Design Supplementary Planning Document, April 2016.

Cannock Chase Local Development Framework Parking Standards,
Travel Plans and Developer Contributions for Sustainable Transport.

Manual for Streets.

4 Determining Issues

4.1 The determining issues for the proposed development include:-

i) Principle of development

ii) Design and impact on the character and form of the area

iii) Impact on residential amenity.

iv) Impact on highway safety.

4.2 Principle of the Development

4.2.1 The proposal is for the extension of an existing residential property that is
located within an established residential area within Cannock. The site is not
allocated or designated within the Local Plan. It is considered that the principle
of development of the extension is acceptable, subject to the considerations
below.

4.3 Design and the Impact on the Character and Form of the Area

4.3.1 In respect to issues in relation to design Policy CP3 of the Local Plan requires
that, amongst other things, developments should be: -

(i) well-related to existing buildings and their surroundings in terms of layout,
density, access, scale appearance, landscaping and materials; and

(ii) successfully integrate with existing trees; hedges and landscape features of
amenity value and employ measures to enhance biodiversity and green the
built environment with new planting designed to reinforce local
distinctiveness.
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4.3.2 Relevant policies within the NPPF in respect to design and achieving well-
designed places include paragraphs 124, 127, 128 and 130.  Paragraph 124
makes it clear that the creation of high quality buildings and places is
fundamental to what the planning and development process should achieve.

4.3.3 Paragraph 127 of the NPPF, in so much as it relates to impacts on the character
of an area goes on to state: -

Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments:

a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just
for the short term but over the lifetime of the development;

b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and
appropriate and effective landscaping;

c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the
surrounding built environment and landscape setting, while not
preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or change (such
as increased densities);

d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement
of streets, spaces, building types and materials to create attractive,
welcoming and distinctive places to live, work and visit;

4.3.4 Finally Paragraph 130 states planning permission should be refused for
development of poor design that fails to take the opportunities available for
improving the character and quality of an area and the way it functions, taking
into account any local design standards or style guides in plans or
supplementary planning documents. Conversely, where the design of a
development accords with clear expectations in plan policies, design should not
be used by the decision taker as a valid reason to object to development.

4.3.5 In this respect it is noted that Appendix B of the Design SPD sets out clear
expectations and guidance in respect to extensions to dwellings.

4.3.6 The proposed extension would be single storey, constructed of materials to
match the existing dwelling and be set back from the front elevation. The
proposed would therefore read as subservient and would integrate well with the
architectural design of the existing dwelling.

4.3.7 The street scene comprises of residential properties of similar designs with some
benefitting from some degree of personalisation. The proposed extension
assimilates well with the host property and therefore would also be in keeping
with the street scene and the wider area.

4.3.8 Therefore, having had regard to Policy CP3 of the Local Plan and the above
mentioned paragraphs of the NPPF it is considered that the proposal would be
well-related to existing buildings and their surroundings, successfully integrate
with existing features of amenity value, maintain a strong sense of place and
visually attractive such that it would be acceptable in respect to its impact on the
character and form of the area.
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4.4 Impact on Residential Amenity

4.4.1 Policy CP3 of the Local Plan states that the following key requirements of high
quality design will need to addressed in development proposals and goes onto
include [amongst other things] the protection of the "amenity enjoyed by existing
properties".  This is supported by the guidance as outlined in Appendix B of the
Design SPD which sets out guidance in respect to space about dwellings and
garden sizes.

4.4.2 Paragraph 127(f) of the NPPF states that planning policies and decisions should
ensure that developments [amongst other things] create places with a high
standard of amenity for existing and future users.

4.4.3 The material considerations in this case are the potential for overlooking and loss
of light to neighbouring dwellings.

4.4.4 In respect to overlooking, the Design SPD recommends a minimum separation
distance of 21.3m between facing principal windows, although the distance
between facing windows at ground floor level may be reduced if there is an
intervening permanent screening. The proposal is single storey and would not
have any side facing windows. As such the proposed extension would not have
any detrimental impact on neighbouring properties through means of overlooking
or loss of privacy.

4.4.5 In respect to assessing the potential for loss of light to neighbouring properties,
the Design SPD recommends the application of the 45/25 degree daylight test
for windows serving principal rooms. The proposal is on a corner site and would
not overshadow or obstruct light to any neighbouring property.

4.4.6 A new 2m high boundary wall is proposed to the rear of the proposed garage.
The side elevation of the proposed garage would vary in distance from the
existing footpath from 0.36m at the front to 0.55m at the rear. A condition would
be imposed on any permission if granted requesting a structural engineers
report to ensure the proposal would not have an effect on the existing footpath
or any street furniture along this boundary.

4.4.7 The Parish Council object to the proposal for reasons of overdevelopment of the
site and the proposals potential effect on street furniture such as lamppost and
gravel bin. The report above has elaborated on why it is not felt the proposal
would lead to overdevelopment of the site and the condition recommended
above will ensure the footpath and all street furniture is safeguarded. It is
considered a refusal of the application on the grounds put forward by the parish
council would not be warranted.

4.5 Impact on Highway Safety

4.5.1 Paragraph 109 of NPPF states that development should only be prevented or
refused on highway grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on
highway safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would
be severe.

4.5.2   No additional bedrooms would be formed as a result of this proposal. The site
currently has sufficient off street spaces and the proposed garage will provide 1
more. The Highways Officer has no objections to the proposal. Accordingly,
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there are considered to be no significant access or highway safety issues as a
consequence of the proposals as the alterations result in no greater intensity of
use at the property. As such the development is considered to accord with Para
109 of the NPPF.

5 Human Rights Act 1998 and Equalities Act 2010

Human Rights Act 1998

5.1 The proposals set out in this report are considered to be compatible with the
Human Rights Act 1998. The recommendation to approve the application
accords with the adopted policies in the Development Plan which aims to secure
the proper planning of the area in the public interest.

Equalities Act 2010

5.2 It is acknowledged that age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and
maternity, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation are protected
characteristics under the Equality Act 2010.

By virtue of Section 149 of that Act in exercising its planning functions the
Council must have due regard to the need to:

Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited;

Advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;

Foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it

It is therefore acknowledged that the Council needs to have due regard to the
effect of its decision on persons with protected characteristics mentioned.

Such consideration has been balanced along with other material planning
considerations and it is considered that the proposal is acceptable in respect to
the requirements of the Act.  Having had regard to the particulars of this case
officers consider that the proposal would not conflict with the aim of the
Equalities Act.

6 Conclusion

6.1 In respect to all matters of acknowledged interest and policy tests it is
considered that the proposal, subject to the attached conditions, would not result
in any significant harm to acknowledged interests and is therefore considered to
be in accordance with the Development Plan.

6.2 It is therefore recommended that the application be approved subject to the
attached conditions.
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